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HELD DP ON
MAIN STREET
first Tune Such a Hung Ever
Happened in Houlton

Merton Brown Esq., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Brown of this town has
just been elected Alderman in Mald
en, Mass., by a large majority.
The following college boys are home
for the Xmas holidays, all of whom
have been attending the S. A. T. ('..
Messrs. Grant, Somerville, Esters, W il
son, Wilkins, Rogers, Blake. Paul and
Fred Burns.
Samuel Parks who was transterred
from the Montreal oflice, has arrived
in town with his tamily anil will nave
( barge of the V. S. Immigration oflice
here, succeeding Mr. Johnson who left
for his m*w duties in New A: ork 1hursda y.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Tenney re
turned from Boston Saturday, Mr. Ten
ney has been in Portsmouth, N. H
when1 he was taking instructions in

TWO SIDES TO THE REPORT
COL HUME RELIEVED
Information From Those Who Have Returned From Across

AROOSTOOK TIMES
A pril
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To
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No. 51
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Black left Thurs
day for Boston, where Mrs. Black will
visit for a short time. Mr. Black re
turning the first of the week.
.James Skeehan who was formerly
connected with the W. U. telegraph
office here, arrived in town Saturday
for a short vacation, Jimmie has been
in the Naval Reserve for some months.

RED CROSS
MEMBERSHIP WEEK
What It Means and W h t
They Are Peine

Fred Sfimpson a former Oakfield
! evident who recently bought a farm
Many people in Houlton may not
On i he western front the guns ;
in Wa t e r v i l l e and r emoved there, was
Frank 1’ . Sibley in Boston Globe)
JUSTICE FOR NEW
realize what the above heading means
in town Fliliay on business, and lie ilent today. Tim U boats are B, t.
W ITH TH E Y A N K E E DIVISION.
but If you are on Main street, or in
ENGLAND OFFICERS reports that h“ lias purchased a \cry m U.: ::., I s in an English port. Kb
^
s Thara hava ,)(M.n mon> ,-hanges
ID.! t ha
The Pej’t la oil Pres-; nf r*'('“ :fi (bite :in>' pi' >e i,i' property whi ch in ever y
•tact any other street on Thursday. Fri
' onie to his own agu■
in the division, Col. Hume, who was lias the following:
The "Boy
day or Saturday you will realize what
will soon start headi
way is sa tis fa et ory.
sent to Blois "for reclassification''
It means if you do not wear your Red
According to the correspondent of
tor
home,
Tim
war L done, ulthcir
The ladies Circle of the Congrega
this week, was followed next day by 'the Boston Globe, who ha-* b e n with
Gross Emblem of membership
it
wiP
he
a
long
tint*' before all ■
Brig. Gen. Charles H. Cole of Boston, tile 26th division, "the Yankee divi tional Church will meet with Mrs. T.
The town chairman, Guy C. Porter,
hack.
F.
Williams
next
Friday
afternoon
who met the same fate. They joined sion," ever since it has been in France
has organized 20 teams in different
Doe- tiiis mean tiiat tliie Re<i *.' 1 -S
Col. Edward L. Logan who went the colonels of t h e lulst and lm’.rd <2')) at 2 o'clock. ’Phis will he the an
parts of the town who will solicit eve
hall
tain off its i mi f o i m now. f;dd ", p
week before last. Gen. Clarence K regiments Were relieved just before nual lutsiues- meeting, election of o f
rt person in town for membership the
it
s
sheets
and to wels, roll up ;:s
ficers. report of work don*' the past
A n t three -lays of this w.-.-k, then it M » new d »U c» » *
tor of ' “ temal Edwards was sent still earlier.
the armistice was s i g n e d and sent to
bandage--, and fold it.- haun!.' ’ Lt-v Cl' ’
year,
and
plans
for
the
year
to
tome
y.u have not joined you will be held , Revenue, where He was taken sick.
The reason for these removals have Blois for "re-classification." The t,-awill be di-cussed. A full attendance : h“ Red Cross has jus3 begun fi; and Mrs. Tenney joined him. He has
now been given out.
Gen. Edwards son assigned for Col. Logan's transfer
'■/ork.
Long a f t e r peace has been
There is no need of telling here of already entered upon his duties at the , was sent home in puruance of a new is stated to he due to "the atmosphere is request oil. Please remember dai
•
htred.
long a f t e r the Kaiser ' ■ <
Dec. 2ml).
the work that is ahead of the R e d j ( ourt House.
i policy of Gen. Pershing s, that com- (,f the lulst infantry." It is said that
1 eul de r i ng in his grav *■. the 1; d
.!( *1X
Cross for readers of this paper are (
J" 1X
inlanders who have had experience a disposition was shown in this regiCross wi l l lie mar chi ng on!
1' . ill
familiar with the work that has been j BOYS* AND GIRLS’ CLUBS
jover here are to go home to form new im,n( " t() t.onsiclor orders instead of WARSHIPS TO
'ml; only w hen men and wmneu no
obeying enthusiastically, when ther>
dane as well as what must be done, j
CONTEST AT HOULTON ! divisions.
RETURN HOME SOON j longer know sultern
ar acciffi ' t.
and as there are no more drives for 1
j
Col.
Logan
was
sent
to
Blois
heseemed to be a probability that the
Every capital ship of the Annum an hood, fire, tornadoe:
•health, v.
For the second time the South
this work, money for the running expened m* 's
Aroostook County Boys' and Girls' i cause of the atmosphere of his regi- regiment would he heavily taxed by navy nov in Europe, including the! For the Red Cross 1
penses will be from memberships, and
Club members gathered in Houlton fluent and a tendency to consider or- the execution of the order. Col. Hume, dreadnought squadron. which have (eyes, and they will not allow it i O
It means that if Southern Aroostook for their contest.
These clubs have j ders instead of obeying enthusiasti- commanding the 1«>Brd infantry, was been operating with the British main. stop.
chapter Is to flourish every person in ^
(.on(lucted u n ( k , r , h(. (i|rection of !- ally, when there seemed to be a relieved from his command because, fleet during the war, will return to
It is not too much to ay that t he
Houlton must become
member. |the Agricultural Extension Service of probability that the regiment would it is charged, "the men of the HD.rd hum*' waters this month. Secretary Red Cross is the greatest single agent
1
which costs $1.00.
University of Maine under the 'he heavily taxed by the execution of were fraternizingwith the enemy." The Daniels announced Friday.
in the world today to prevent another
story is that men of this regiment
In Houlton there are only 351 mem- supervision of j. H. Philbrook o f the order.
They may be expected to reach New such horrible war as we have just
were even going into the German York about Dec. 23 and a naval review- passed through. That’s why the Red
here out of a population of 7000. and Houlton
Thls tlme an informai one.
TOO FRIENDLY W ITH FOE
(
,
.
,
. .
,
this Is not right. Houlton should have day program was held rather than the
.trenches and exchanging tobacco for will take place there to celebrate the Cross is going straight ahead, why it
Pol. Hume, and the next day Gen. (German goods. Gen. Dole, lonimand- home coming.
at least 3500 members and then it two-day event on account of so much
must not, can not, stop!
Cole, were sent to the rear because.| jng die brigade was relieved at the
would only be a small part of what it sickness
Instructions have been cabled to Ad
What can the Red Cross do to pre
should be. Are you going to allow
It was a very enthusiastic meeting j in the 1(>3d infantry, there j v a s fra- sani(, time as C’ol. Hume. In the places miral Mayo, commander-in-chief of the vent other wars, what can it do for
The story ()f these officers other officers, who Atlantic fleet, now at Brest, to bring immediate relief no?
such a thing to happen, when One Dol from beginning to end. Talks were ternizing with the enemy.
Look at Eu
on duty, at staff headquar- back every naval vessel that can be
lar will make you a member of this given by Miss Alfreda Ellis of Orono, is that there was actual visiting back
rope! In Poland not a child alive un
splendid organisation?
Assistant in Charge of Girls’ Clubs; and forth between the German trench-j ters during all the time the 26th divi- spared. Many destroyers, converted der seven years of age! No crops, no
jsion v as engaged in severe fighting, yachts and other craft probably will work, no food! What kind of citizens
There is as much work to be done by Mr. Philbrick, County Agent and es and ours.
More specifically, it is said that out i were ^nt to take the commands,
now as ever before and the needs are by Mr. Charles E. Crossland. Assistant
come with the bigger ships.
will the babies now to be born make
patrols went over to the Boche trench- j The New England delegation in
to provide for the wounded that are State Club Leader.
The dreadnoughts ordered to return if some one. some organization, does
coming back to their borne country to
Prizes were awarded to the winners es, sat about German fires and swap-, congress should insist upon these of- are: Division No. 6. commanded by not step in and give them a decent
remain in a hospital until they are which prizes came from the Houlton ped American tobacco for German , f10ers being restored to the commands Rear Admiral Hugh Rodman---battle chance?
Where the babies are un
And the authorities, added, 0f Which they have been deprived, ships New York, Texas, Wyoming,
able to return to their homes, and Trust Co. through the interest shown goods.
fed, untaught, there grows a race that
lack of funds to carry on this work by Ora Gilpatrick. As usual the prize that these went on even after an or-j They organized the regiments, took Florida, Alabama and Nevada. Divis knows not law nor order, that turns
’ them to France, were recognized as ion No. 9. commanded by Rear Admiral
will seriously handicap in recovery of winners received bank books with the der had been issued to stop it.
to fighting and to throat-cutting as
It is shown that both brigade and j having formed a part of the first fully Thomas S. Rogers battleships Utah, the natural thing. And then anoth
the boys who have gone through the prizeR credited to them in the bank,
horrors of war to make this world safe, j Coimty champions from this district regiment had issued orders against j equipp’ 1 and best trained divisions flagship; Oklahoma and Arizona.
er war. The Red (Toss will see to it
When the committee calls, fciv e j Were as follows: Cooking and House- it. The story followed another, i n j l / ' I ’d in France and ■•ommauded
It is understood much of the Atlantic that these babies get a fair start tow
tbem a welcome as well as a dollar, <keeping. Helen Stockford of Littleton ; which the 102d was concerned, and j them during all the time the division fleet which remained on this side will ard decent citizenship. It is for them
and when you appear on the street be jcanningf Helen Stockford of Littleton; in that ease a deliberate plan was j was engaged in tin1 most -evere fight- he mobilized at New York to meet the that the Red Cross will not stop.
sure and wear your Red Cross Em small garden, Gertrude McIntyre of proposed to start surrender propa-jingof the whole campaign. When the ships that have shared in the defeat
fn Belgium men sit and gaze at
blem.
|Houlton; large garden, Samuel Berry ganda among the Germans. This plan j armistice was being negotiated and of the submarine and the crushing of heaps of stones. Here is a man whose
---------J O I N ----------of Littleton; pig, Byron S. Gove of Lin- originating with the colonel, was j was about to he .signed these officers German seapower. Secretary Daniels house is gone, his three children dead,
were relieved by others who had no will go to New York on the president his wife dead somewhere in Germany
neus; poultry, Bennie Flewelling of promptly stopped by the division.
TWO OF HOULTON’S YOUNG
Littleton; potato, Charlie Carpenter of
ial yacht Mayflower for the review.
aft v worse than death. The man can
MU RPHY IN UHARGE 12 HOURS j part in th<>
UI' f° that
MUSICIANS GIVE RECITAL Houlton.
! The people of Non- Englflnd want to
Both divisions were mobilized on the not find even the borders of his own
Brig. Gen. Shelton has now taken have these regiments and the entire
Master George and Miss Elizabeth
These lucky ones will be scored
French coast to meet the Georg*1 property. He is bitter--he would like
the 52d Brigade, in place of Gen. Dole. division for that matter, lead in the
Bbbett gave a recital at the Convent
Jagainst the North Aroostook champs
Washington with President Wilson on to kill and he has nothing to eat or
Col. Bearss takes the 51st Brigade, in final parade being mustered out. by
on Saturday evening, Dec. 14th, 1918,
! for the County Championship.
to wear.
To him the Red Cross
place of Gen. Shelton; incut. Col. E. the men who helped to make tin* 26th hoard.
which was much enjoyed by those pre
.)* >l.x
j
-.JOIN
conies;
for
him
it finds food and cloth
E. Lewis gets the 102d Regiment and division what it was
sent. With the exception of the duets
Their services
ing
and
shelter,
and work -and he
CHRISTMAS
SUNDAY
Lieut. Col. Cassius M. Dowell the U»3d certainly entitle them to this consider
POTATOES
they used no notes.
Miss Betty, is !
will go again about his lit'**. It is for
Infantry.
Col.
Dowell
has
been
the
Free
Baptist
Church
eleven years old and George Is nine. 1 The market still remains iinchangation.
such as he that th*1 Red Cross can
Rev. E. <’ . Jenkins, Pastor
Followlng is the program:
jed from the last few weeks. Buyers “ G-3” at Division Headquarters, the
There is no evidence forthcoming
not
cease its work.
chief of operations. His place is now that Col. Logan "considered orders in
Miss Y*ma Smith, Organist
Spring Song
Mendelssohn ‘ are paying $3.00 per barrel.
In
France, children win*
were
taken by Capt. Emerson Taylor of stead of obeying them enthusiastical
George and Elizabeth Ebbett
j Produce News says:
Morning S*>rvice<
*auglu in tin1 horrible days of 1914
Hartford,
who
was
formerly
adjutant
Valse, Op. 64. No. 1
Chopin I Receipts have not been heavy, but
Voluntary Selected
ly"
His regiment suffered heavy cas
have forgotten where they lired. who
To A W ild Rose
MacDowell there has been a large accumulation of the 102d infantry.
I )oxology
ualties from th*' beginning. It fought
their fathers and mothers wen*, who
Minuet a L ’Antique
Paderewski Iat the terminals and in stores for the
Lieut. Col. John D. Murphy of with great bravery and its spirit was
Invocation
they an* themselves. They still five
Elizabeth Ebbett
j last ten days. An extra demand dc Natick has been brought in from the wonderful throughout. To relieve an
Hymn
in terror of those days. For them the
Anvil Chorus
Verdi jveloped at the nearby camps and con- 103d, where he remained only 11 days, officer of his command is a serious re
Responsive Reading
Red Cross is going on.
In Italy, in
Miserere
Verdi ! siderable stock was shipped to Jersey and was in command of the regiment flection upon him and no one heli -ves
Women's Voices Th*1 birthday oi
Russia, in Servia, children are naked
Joyous Peasant
Schumann 1and Long Island cantonments which for 12 hours, and has been made tin* that Col Logan is deserving of any our Lord Mabel North
and starving. In northern Italy a
Miller and The Mill
(greatly relieved the situation, result division machine gun officer.
Lord's Prayer
such treatment All of Now England
woman
was found dripping blood
George Ebbett
ing In an advance of 25@35e bag on
Anthem Glorv to God
Lieut. Col. Goodwin has at last been I resents it
from her own wrist into a cup of wa
Song: Blossom Bells
I Maines. Southern second crop pota- made colonel of the 101st. Field Artil
E. K. Heyser
There is evidence, however, that Pol i
ter with which to feed her baby. The
George Ebbett accompanied by ; toes advanced 50@75c bbl. Michigan lery, which he has commanded ever Hume issued orders repeatedly to pre- Scripture Reading
child had had nothing else for six
Elizabeth 'Ebbett j potatoes were in quite free supply, since Pol. John S. Sherburne was vent “ fraternizing" between His men ! Anthem Rejoice Rejoice
days'
The Red Cross found her
Godard , selling $3>.25@3.50 150-lb. bag, while
Germans were de- !
Herman Klidi
Valse
mad*1 a brigadier. At the same time and the enemv
i
and
is
going
to find oth“ ,-s like her.
Nevin , some of the more closely graded WisNarcissus
Prayer
Maj. F. S. Perkins was made lieuten serting to the American lines at every
for
we
are
only
beginning to set* what
Heller ! consin stock brought the same price. ant colonel of the regiment. Gordon opportunity To the Yank*1*' minds a
Water Spirits
Responses
poverty, what waste, the war has
i
Ordinary
Wisconsin
potatoes
did
not
Elizabeth Ebbett
Announcements
Harrower of Worcester becomes a German prisoner helped almost as
made. It is to make these unfortu
Virgil exceed $2. Maine potatoes when elosePiper’s Song
Women's Voices Hark a Wondrous
much in ending the war as a German
first lieutenant.
nate
people safe for the world that
Virgil ly graded sold $4.25 and 4.35 for 165To The Summer
killed
No doubt this was what in Story Heyser
the
Red
Cross must work with great
Sehotti ! lb. bag, while the bulk brought about
The Gypsy
spired th*1 men of th*1 UO’ rd to encourOffering
T h e O t h e r Side of the Story
er
zeal
than
ever.
the same price.
The few potatoes
George Ebbett
Hymn
Aniong the men who have already I aFing
fraternizing idea.
But
But nearer home. In Boston a wo
Ravina
‘
coming
from
Long
Island
have
gone
inThistledown Franeies
Sermon A Christmas Message
reached port from Fra.nct* are a num-iv,^en sen* into battle the lw ’ rd didn t
man was found whose husband had
Beethovin to special channels at $5 per 165-lb
Minuet In G.
Ant lie m Peace, Good will to men
Its d**ad and
her of tin* 26th Division Thev are in-1 fail to do its dutv
been
fighting for your flag and mine
bag, while in most cases a charge of dignant over published reports that | ()Un<pl<* show this to lit* true. It perElizabeth Ebbett
J. B. Herbet
in
France.
Her landlord had turned
Mozart 25c extra is made,but remitted when
Minuet in E Flat
members of the commands of New , ,'orni<'(1 i,s 0alt ot' th<1 W(,, k in 1'nince
Eve n in g S e rv ic e — 7 P. M.
her
out
of
his
house, she had fled
Elizabeth and George Ebbett
; the bag is returned. Southern second England officers were found frater- nok^’ and well.
The colonel who
During th evening service th*1 Can with her three children to a cellar,
It was quite a remarkable recital ; crop potatoes have been coming quite
nizing with the Germans.
They helped to make the ln.'Ird regiment tata. "Star of the East" by J. S Fearis and in that cellar her twin babies
considering the age of these young freely, but quality is exceptionally
characterize such reports as ridieu- i what it was seems deserving of more will be given.
were horn. One died! And when the
artists, and the high class of music so fine. The market advanced to fi4.25
Attractive music
Ions and say that the removal of Col consideration than he received. When
Red Cross found her, abl*1 to speak
perfectly
rendered, entirely
from ; and 4.50 bbl., but some ordinary lots
Splendid sermons
onel
Logan
and Brigadier-General j this regiment, composed largely of
only two or three words of English,
memory.
did not exceed $3.75 and 4. Advices
Evervbodv welcome.
Cole wen* due to the fact that they Maim1 boys, comes bom*1 we want to
overlooked by the government in the
______j o in * .
from Candad indicate a disposition on
were
particularly efficient
officers see it led b> a Main** office]-. Other
terrible rush of business, she had
- —
B A *.r c
the Part of the orperators to use this
and that th*1 regular army officers wise the tet'ling will prevail that a
kept
her vlead baby for a week, wrap
F
irst
B
aptist
Church
TOLL TELEPHONE RATES
market for their surplus, 26,000.000 bu.
resented thQir insistence that the men great injustice has been done Col.
ped
in
an old newspaper.
Henry
C
Speed,
pastor
TO BE REDUCED ! of potatoes, and it now looks as if
Hum*1.
under them be treated fairly.
But help in time of war is not all
Program
for
Christmas
music
Sweeping reductions in long dis- j eventually that stock will come in this
Morever, the people of New EngFar from it! Tt is only a step from
“ The whole division was stripped
Morning service at 10.3d
lance and toll telephone rates by the ' (^ rect*on as
British isles seem to
Organ Voluntary. "A Song of Joy" th*1 temporary relief to wounds and
of officers and the men lost heart," and want to see Gen. Clarence R. Ed
adoption of a basic charge of 6% mills i have an ample supply of potatoes
said a returning officer to newspaper wards commanding the 26th division
E. L. Ashford hunger in the war of guns to the
a mile, airline mileage, and half the TherP are unconfirmed rumors of pomen. "The division was the equal of whPn n has its fmal parade in Boston
Carol
"Hosanna
in
the
Highest” permanent help in the war to live in
day rate for night service up to mid-1 tatoes being purchased by the Belgian
peace. The world is eagerly turning
any command sent over and the offi lud'ore demobilization. He ied it into by choir, Irving
Relief
Fund,
but
no
shipments
have
night and one fourth the day rate af
th*> fight and led it well. He should
to
the Red Cross to make it healthy
Anthem
"The
Christ
is
horn"
by
cers
felt
certain
they
would
1
)*!
per
ter that hour, were announced last been made as yet so far as we can
be given th*1 opportunity of leading mixed quartette, Bradshaw
and
strong and happy in the broadest
mitted
to
lead
their
men
over
the
top.
x|eek by Postmater-General Burleson. learn.
And until
You may expect a great howl to go up i( in review when i( marches for th*1
Offertory, "Communion" J L. IDtt- meaning of those words.
----Jol.X
-----They become effective next January
disease is forever gone the Red Cross
just as soon as we men are mustered 'as*
as an oiganization. These man.
21.
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
out of the service. It would be follv ar<‘ im i° ,hinRs to ask of tho war deResponse, "Blessed Holy Night," by cannot cease its work.
The new rates were recommended
Remember
Halifax— what
might
PROGRAM ANNOUNCED for me or any other officer to say any partment considering all that the 26th ladies chorus, Offonbaeh-Shepherd.
in the first report of the committee on
The program for sale of war savings tiling under our name at this juncture. division and th*1 officers named have
Solo. "The Angel's Song" by Mrs. that awful disaster not have oecome
rate standardization and Mr. Burlewithout the help of the Red Cross?
done.
It is little enough for New H. W Hughes, Dressier
stamps in 1919,, announced Friday hv
Remember the 10,519 people killed,
All I can say is. wait until peace is England, to ask that flies*1 things he
sons statement said their effect is to
,
Violin Obligato by Mr. Oscar the 201.333 people injured, in train ac
equalize the toll and long distance
t
___ _____________
_____
that followed this year, as relates to restored and we return to civil life." done.
Wilson cidents in this country in the year
charges over the country, "removing
cost of the stamps in various months.
Anthem. "Behold. 1 bring you good ending December 31, 1916. But for the
disparities and preferences and pro
Red Cross many of the 201.333 might
In January the stamps worth $5 face HOULTON GRANGE
with tenor by Air. Parks. have died. Accidents are with us yet;
A NUMBER OF
! tidin'viding a scientific basis for future
value will be sold for $4.12, and will
fires will sweep our cities, explosions
reductions contemplated as unification
ELECTS OFFICERS
PRISONERS RELEASED i 'bun-hill
increase one cent a month until next
Postlude. arranged from .1 Leyhach will blow up munitions plans, epi
of telephone and telegraph wire pro
Habeas corpus proceedings before;
At the annual meeting of Houlton
December. They will not mature un
Christmas concert at 500 o'clock by demics like the influenza will carry
ceeds.’’
'Judge Dunn at the Court Hons** were*
off their eighty thousand victims, ti
til January 1, 1924. or one year later Grange held Saturday, Dec." 14, the
Bible School and choir.
dal waves will sweep in as upon Que
"A night service rate," said the
j
following officers were elected for th** held Tuesday morning.
than the stamps now on sale.
In the morning th*1 pastor will bec the other day and then in the
statement, "which is one half the day
Four men who were lvdd illegally on I
The thrift stamps, costing 25 cents current term.
thickest of the horror the world will
p r e a c h a Christmas sermon
rate, is established between 8.30 P. M.
Master. Harry B. Crawford
defective warrants were discharged. {
look for and find -the love of the
.1
*
>
!
\
each, will be sold throughout the year.
Overseer, Ira J. Porter
and 12 P. M. Between midnight and
A number of men who have been in j
Great Mother, the unspeakable com
They will be identical in design and
Lecturer, Mrs. Luie Rideout
4.30 A, M. the night rate is one fourth
jail for some months for minor offen BOWLING AT THE DUX CLUB fort of th*1 Red Cross.
Steward. J. F. Hussey
size with the present ihrift stamps,
day rate. There are greater reduc
Two great thoughts are in the mind
ses. and others who wer e being held
A red-hut tournament is in progress
Asst. Steward. James B. Hagan
but will be blue instead of green. The
of the Red Cross. It aims at tempor
tions in night rates than have ever
for
the grand jury w m
released
on
un
;
|
lf»
[)U\
alley
which
will
take
a
Chaplain,
John
Crawford
war savings stamps, also blue, are con
ary relief from pain and sickness and
been made in any country, and doubt
.their on recognizances and small bail month to roll off.
heartache. It also aims at creating
Treasurer. Geo. \V. McGinley
siderably smaller than th*1 present is
less will be extensively used, espec
The teams are 4-men teams and that background of love and kind
Recording See'y, Mrs. Ella Hussey H'or appearance at th** April term of
sue.
ially for social and family purposes.
there are 10 teams, so that in order to ne ss and friendship without which
,JOl.\
Financial Secy. Airs. Wendell Por i tli*' S. J. Court.
A person might talk from San Fran
! —
.I* *I.X
T hursday's casualty list contains ter
complete th** schedule before Christ war will sweep us again and again,
i
but with which we shall in time have
cisco to New York for about $4, where the names of Pvt. Frank Lezotte,
j Mr. and Mrs II B Crawford. A. G. mas there will be a game (n'erv night. a world of peace and safety.
Gate Keeper. W. L. Scribner
And
as the date rate is approximately $16 Houlton, wounded, degree undeter
Already some classy strings have shall the Red Cross lay aside its work,
! Merritt and Willard Weston left
Ceres, Mrs. Pearl Crawford
-------- JO IN--------mined; Bugler, Neil Gerrish, Oakfield,
Alonday for Portland, where they will been hung up— and the way things then? Never! The giving must con
Pomona, Mrs. Annie Porter
Mrs. J. C. Koon of Portland will be (Co. L.) wounded, degree u ndeter
attend
the annual meeting of the look from the road they intend to give tinue as long as God gives to you; the
Flora, Mrs. Lillian Logan
loving must go on as long as human
tlM gneat of Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Clark mined; Wm. Dixon, Houlton, severely
State Grange which is held Dec. 17, the Elks a good run for their money ity lives. Whatever else may pass,
Lady Asst. Steward,
wounded.
in the race for the cup.
Mrs. Myrtle Logan 18 and 19.
the Red Cross is alive forever more!
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! stances their difficulties are increased
|by the Jealousy of subordinates who
BiU blislM d April 13, 18M
i see outsiders jumped over their heads.
A L L T H * HOM E N E W S
'And it is not an easy thing to under1stand processes by watching them or
PuMtftbed every Wednesday morning
1being told about them. The only way
by the Times Publishing Co.
' is to do the thing yourself.
[ Men who are ambitious to win out
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
as foremen, superintendents, inana-

MOULTON

TIMES

Sobsciiption In U. S. |1.50 per yearigers in big or little positions, have
in advance aa required by law; in 'something to learn from the character-

istic of Mr. Elliott quoted above. The
time has gone by when a man can sit
in his office and issue orders. He has
Advertising rates based upon guaran to compete with too many others who
teed circulation.
have been carefully trained in every'
detail of their business.
Eatered at the Post Office at Houlton
The modern business manager must
for circulation at second-class
■take off his coat and get close to his
postal rates.
men. So far as possible he must so
study his processes, that ou a pinch
T A S K E R BLI88 IN
he could perform them himselt. \\ hen
D IST IN G U ISH E D C O M PA N Y
knows his business to that extent,
When we settled the dispute with he is a very hard man to beat.
---SAVE -----Great Britain growing out of the Rev
Ci

12.00 in advance.
Single copies five cents

The wonder,for
it can scarcely be dididual enterprise, for, as we have est doubts whether any plan for ^ C O U N T R Y
M U S TGO
regarded as less,that was wrought for seen in the recent past, partisan p re -; use of an international armed force is
in Maine, comparatively so recently, judice controls advancement except . practicable . That plan involves a j
O N S A V IN G M O N E Y
has becomean established
fact
the where an outraged public forcesr e -, very serious inroad on national sov- • Rigid economy and thrift on the
Country'over. No longermayintoxicognition of ability.
i ereignity . In organized and concen- part of the people of the United Stacating liquors be manufactured with*
None of the great American achieve- trated public opinion" he finds “an tes must be continued if the United
in the limits of the territory of the ments can be credited to the control- instrument of far greater authority States is to meet her vast expend!United States with the permission and ing hand of Government.
Freedom than any international court ’.
He tures and be able to provide financial
protection of law.
of thought and freedom of endeavor, concludes that “the most important reconstruction
for the devastated
The progress that has been made is with c o m ity in the enjoyment of the step we can now take is to devise European countries. R. H. Treman, delegitimate fruits of personal effort are machinery which will at least delay puty governor of the New York Fed
j marvelous, considering the power of
essential
to continued progress. Every the outbreak of war and secure full eral Reserve Bank informed bankers
the interests which sought to retain
limitation upon proper enterprise ham- and open discussion of the causes of of the district. At the conference the

their legal standing in the Country.
It is possible that the pendulum will
swing backward a little. There may
be some sort of reaction, though the
solemn decision of the Government of
the United States that the manufac
ture of intoxicants is obstructive of
the best interests of the people in timt
of war. leads inevitably to' the fact
j that it is even more destructive in
,■times of peace. If such reaction docs
take place, the intelligent among
those who are responsible for it, and
who hope to profit by it, will know
that their attitude and effort is eontrary to and subversive of all that is
best for the people of the Nation.
- SAVE ------

pens progress and must result in in- quarrell.” This delay he wou’ J induce bankers agreed to take up $180,000,400
ertia or retrogression.
by the use of force, “ economic as well of the first instalment of certificates of
The problem of Government owner- as military,” and he sets great value 1indebtedness, which will be exchanged
ship and operation is not merely one upon the use of that sort of boycott |for bonds of the fifth Liberty loan,
of higher costs and poorer service, al- which he calls “ the economic weapon” '
Since the signing of the armistice.
Sir Edward Grey, as he was known jAIr Treman said, there had been a
th(,u« h thos,! art‘ material considera
tions. The real danger is the shack- when he came forward into fame goes ; slackening in sentiment toward econ
linK of enterprise and the inculcation further. He is cautious as to disarm- L my by persons who a few months ago
of the idea that the people of the ament. But he wants the making of gladly responded to all restrictions by
Country must rely upon the Govern- powder and armament taken awav the government on the use of food,
ment for everything, instead of de- from private concerns and kept in coal and other articles.
The people
government control, and he would have1 who had practised thritt, he said, now
Pending upon themsehes.
available complete information at any were indulging in luxuries and person
- S A V E ..........
olntlon, we sent as representatives to
H I G H W A Y C O N S T R U C T IO N
time1 as to the quantity of armament al extravagances, and he urged that
W H A T K IN D OF L E A G U E ?
do it John Adams, John Jay, Benja
Road construction will undoubtedly
under
e'onstruotion in any country so steps he taken to make the country
min Franklin and Henry Laurens, bo resumed in various states this
When the treaty makers assemble1
that
no
nation could steal a march on realize there must he no relaxing in
names whose lustre has lost nothing coming year with increased energy.
in Paris they will be expected to de
the1
eetht'rs
and “ stock up" to the bul this direction.
Capital to provide
in the passage of more than a cen The year just closing has seen the
vise* some1 scheme to guarantee the fu
lying point. He1 would have no pre financial reconstruction in the Euro
tury.
work held to its lowest reasonable,
ture1
peace
of
the
word.
Both
in
this
PERSONAL IN IT IA T IV E
ferential tariffs among the members pean countries could only he provided
When we made a treaty of peace construction owing to the curtailment
The question of Government own country and in Europe a league of na of the league. He insists that the ap
growing eut of the war of 1812, we followed in all construction work not
from the savings of the American peo
ership is not oik1 to be decided accord tions is commonly spoken of as the paratus for economic boycotts built
ple.
sent John Quincy Adams, James A. absolutely essential to help win the
plan
to
be
adopted.
But
in
America
ing to t he demands of temporary
up during the1 war must be* kept ready
Bayard, Henry Clay, Jonathan Russell war. Many states have scarcely tak
------ SAVE -----emergency.
It is doubtful whether few have any but very vague notions
for instant use, feeding that this “ ecand Albert Gallatin, men hardly less en care of their necessary repairs,
Another War-Casualty
there was any real need for the Gov as to what this league should be. In
distinguished than those who had while others, including the State of
“ You don’t seem to feel so enthusi
ernment to take over the railroads England the project isJ the topic of al- onomie weapon" will be the most poweffected the earlier treaty
Maine, have followed a policy of keep when it did. If the railroads had been most elaily debate and some of the1 erful implement in the1 league’s con astic as usual about speech-making."
When we settled th war with ing up as far as possible this part of
granted even a portion of the increase foremost British statesmen are* mak trol when in the future any member
"Well," answered Senator Sorghum
Spain, which was little more than the the work in order that a greatly in
in rates which Mr. McAdoo establish ing elaborate speeches upon it. Lon may violate its covenant. He would "times have changed and it isn’t so
exercise of a police power in this creased amount might not be needed
ed soon after he got control, the pri don papers just at hand contain a full
do away with the* present “ spheres of easy for a man in a silk hat and a
hemisphere, we sent William R. Day, in the future to put the roads back
vate managers could have conducted import of the address before Birmingfrock-coat to stand out before a lot of
now a supreme court justice; Cush into proper condition.
Even at that the roads with as good service as the ham University by Lord Robert Cecil influence" scheme in China and else
men
in khaki uniforms or overalls and
man K. Davis of Minnesota, chair many cities and towns have found it
public could expect. Neither was there in which he1 takes rather moderate* where wherein nation competes with assert that he is saving the country
man of the foreign relations commit advisable, as they thought, to leave
nor is there any reason for Govern- ground. On the other hand, the pa- nation, and would substitute joint con all by himself."
tee of the Senate; William P. Frye many streets unattended to in this re
ment operation of the telephone, tele- P*‘rs ° f recent months have reported
trol of such interests by the league.
o f Maine, another great senator; and spect. Portland has been fortunate in
graph and cable1 lines. Experience has Viscount Grey, who has worked out
for Democratic representation, Sen having general repair and surfacing
As to the use of all the league’s forces
IT IS SERIOUS
shown and will continue tee show that an international plan more fuly than
ator Gray of Delaware— honored by work given attention, but in spite of
against
nation
that
insists
upon
going
any
other
British
publicist,
save
per
Some
Houlton
People Fail to Realize
Government operation is more* expenpresidents of both parties -and White- what has been done there has been
haps the novelist, Mr. H. C. Wells. to war he is not so (dear, but he would
the Seriousness of a Bad Back.
sive and less edilciemt.
law Reid, the eminent diplomat and some criticism of certain streets by
The two statesmen agree that any have an international force for doing
The constant aching of a bad back.
But cost in money and character of
editor.
residents and visitors.
new international organization must
The weariness, the tired feeling.
Sorely Messrs. House and White
President Wilson recently expressed service are minor considerations. The be created at the peace conference. police duty for the league from day
The pains and aches of kidney ills
fundamental
e
1
vi
1
of
Government
own
and Bliss and Lansing can feel that favor of the plan to resume and ex
Both have faith in what they call to day and from year to year.
May result seriously if neglected.
tkoy are suffering no diminution of tend highway construction under the ership lies in the1 effect it has upon the* “ the economic weapon” . They differ
Certainly these proposals do not
Dangerous urinary troubles often
individual,
creating
in
his
mind
a
personal reputation by reason of the Federal Aid Road act, and he took
in most other respects.
fully answer the questions in Ameri follow.
historic associations of their sendee. occasion to write Secretary Houston wrong conception of his relation to the*
Lord Robert Cecil believes that the can minds. But they may serve as
A Houlton citizen shows you what
Government. The gradual extension
-------- SAVE -------of the Department of Agriculture to
league must be open to every trust
to do.
of
Government
ownership
or
opera
starting points for thinking.
And
IN T E R E ST IN G P R E C E D E N T S
that effect. Secretary Baker of the
worthy nation, and that perhaps every
tion carries with it the* necessary as
H. A. McLaughlin, 63 Green St.
War
Deartment
also
wrote
Mr.
Hous
here
is
one
of
Sir
Robert
Cecil's
sen
Tears ago, when Jeremiah Mason,
sumption that private operation is civilized nation should be compelled
says;
“ I used to work in the mill
the old-time lawyer who tried the ton along similar lines, his letter re
tences that is most suggestive: “ It
either inefficient or dishonest and that to join. For the enforcement of the
where
there
was considerable jolting
Dartmouth College case with Daniel ferring in part to the importance of
league's laws two agencies will be is more than questionable whether
the citizen must look to the Govern
and
jarring
and
this is what I blame
Webster, was a senator from New road construction from a military
available “ courts of law, whose de
ment for service.
Individual initia
permanent peace can he established for bringing on my kidney trouble.
Hampshire, he introduced a resolu point of view. The President refers
are
ultimately
executed
by
tive is discouraged.
The marvelous em"
on the basis of the world domination I was never free from a cutting pain
tion declaring the office of the secre to the fact that the necessity for tht
pV. : al force, and public opinion
across the center of my back and had
tary of the treasury vacant on ac contraction of highway construction' sl'irit of enterprise which developed which in the end is made effective by of the entente or any other group of
no control over the passages of the
count of the prolonged absence from operations during the war stress h a s Jn ,hls l’oun,r>' a wmHlnrfally offldom moral sanctions’’, lie has the “ grav- powers."
kidney secretions. I went to a drag
passed.
He
states
that
he
considers
i
C
s>
-slt‘
m
of
ral1
transportation
Is
rethe seat of government of the holder
store and asked for a good kidney re
hlghly
desirable
to
have
an
additional
i
"
Mk<,d
t
»
«
assumption
that
it
has
of that portfolio. Albert Gallatin was
failed. The men who built a net-work
medy end they suggested Doan's Kid
appropriation
made
availble
to
the
the secretary in question. The reso
ney Pills. The first box brought won
» « ' - ' ll« " » - and " 1 ;.:ra„h lines
luUon never came to a vote, for Pres Deprtment of Agriculture to l>e used,1,,r
ire given the
,!
throughout
the
Country
are
derful
relief and after I had finished
ident Madison forestalled action by in conjunction, if possible, with any
brand of failure by men who never
three
boxes.
I was cured. I am pleased
appointing a successor, and Mr. Gal surplus state and community funds in
built anything in any Country. If
to
recommend
Doan’s Kidney Pills to
latin was named as minister to St. order that operations may he extend
that will not dampen tht1 ardor of
anyone suffering with kidney com
ed.
The
desirability
of
eary
resum
Petersburg with the object of secur
plaint.”
do not know
1
ing the Intervention of Russia in the ing this work, it can he seen, is that | _
what will.
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t
war between Great Britain and the employment may be provided for la
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
borers seeking new tasks as well as
^ hat this Country needs, and what
United States.
Doan’s Kidney P ills -th e same that
Also, when Washington was Pres to have all such essential public works every country needs, is encouragement
of individual initiative.
We should
Mr. McLaughlin had. Foster-Milburn
ident he carefully avoided entering well maintained.
induce every man to put forth the best
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
the present state of Rhode Island
SAVE
effort there is in him and assure him
Deputy Clerk.
while making an extended tour in
T H E CLOSED B R E W E R IE S
a
reasonable
reward
for
success.
Un
New England, because that redoubt
The closing of the breweries all
A
able little colony had not yet entered over the United States marks an der Government ownership and opera
tion
the
tendency
is
to
discourage
inthe Union. During the recess of the epoch in the progress of tht1 human {
first Congress Washington spent a race scarcely less important than the j
month visiting New England towns other events of world-wide moment i
all the way from New Haven to Ports which have recently been and are still J
mouth, leaving out Rhode Island. But taking place.
▼ery meritori'is prep*.ration for re
storing natural rolor to grav it faded ha’r. for remov
after the second session of the first
ing dandruff ond as a hair dressing. D pot a dye.
It is but natural that we, in the J
Generous aiaed bottles t; aM o -I-m , ready to uan
Congress had adjourned, Rhode Is State of Maine, should think hack to I
when >ou get it. PHILO H.'.Y ( ■>. Newark, N. J.
land having In the meantime adopted little more than a half century ago j
the constitution and a c c e d e d to the whim the first organized and insistent j
BIG SURPRISE TO MANY
Union, the President at once made a opposition to the liquor traffic began j
▼Lit tc the new stab*.
in our own State. The men of that |
IN HOULTON
SAVE
day, great though was their vision, j
People ara* surprised at the I N 
Tf you are really bilious you may feel
\ ou want to make a really useful gift to someone this
P R A C T I C A L B U S IN E S S
probably never dreamed that in so !
S T A N T action of simple buckthorn
•old, languid, depressed and have a had
year
don t you? It is just as easy and a whole lot more
M A N A G E M E N T short a time comparatively the fact, j
bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in Ad
‘asfing mould,—<>r you may la. feveri-di,
ler-i-ka ONE SPOONFUL flushes the
appropriate---particularly in this day and age to give
An observer of the work of Howard which they recognized, that the liquor , K(Ve ;i lmadae’ie, ami i’«■<■i ACTUALLY
ENTIRE bowel tract so completely it
Elliott, executive head of the North i. raffle bred only harm to individuals j - K Id.
something
that
will
eontnually
remind
your
friends
of
you
Li citlmr case, you'!! hav<> no dcrelieves. A N Y CASE sour stomach, gas
ern Pacific railroad, speaks oi cue and was purely an economic waste, |
and
be
of
real
service
to
them.
> cat. Tin1 oiw remedy that has
would have been recognized and acted j
or constipation and prevents appen
trait that has contributed to hL su
thousands of liimem people <>in
Show your friends that you have a taste that keeps
dicitis. The INSTANT, pleasant ac
cess. Before issuing an order, he L upon by a great Nation of more than ;
( unheal.ay condition is the trm
pace with the times, buy them an electric lamp. We have
tion of Adler-i-ka surprises both doc
apt to consult carefully the . .iboidi ] a hundred million people. They acted j
’ Atwood Medicine. If you are hav
because
from
observation
and
by
ra
tors and patients. 11 removes f*ul
nate who is to carry it out. Frequent |
them
in
many
different
styles
and
prices.
liens symptoms ymi
matter which poisoned your stomach
ly. after such conference, he greatly tional deduction they arrived at the
-hould bt
i to use- it ; ‘
for months. O. F. French & Son.
changes the order, on suggestions conclusion that the traffic in intoxi
CALL EARLY AND S E L E C T YOUR LAMP BEFORE
mice, ;i. 1 poonfnl as di
druggists.
made by his subordinates. Some men cants which destroyed the mental and
reded. V
ll improve from
- T H E Y ARE
GONE
fail as executives because they have physical capacities of men 1rought no
•i,! m a. snort
the fir-1 (1
too much false pride to take the ad- 1off setting benefits to the ne e. Tin y
time this -■m cedi ami liver
U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION
vice of subordinates, and too litth mav well have cherished the belief
i
tonic will restore your apW
. G. McA doo. Dire cto r-G en eral of
j that at some time tin1 results nt t hei r
Ihoroughness to study details
[>ct ito, stn ngth, ami regular
Railroads
Im
.-ij
observation
would
he
support
e
i
.
There are many managers nt
Mechanic Street
hilly bow d .od inn. .. Buy
Bu:
ness concerns who do not knew from the absolute decree of science.
B a n g o r & A r o o s t o o k R . R.
m!y t he e muim ‘ -L .F ."A i
N ov e m b e r 11, 1918
practical, experience the details of the they had no certainty of that and no
.vood’s, m d e by L . F , ModiT IM E T A B L E
work they direct. Some get their job- reason to suppose that in a few years
*ine Go., ’ort l aud, M e ,
Tra ins D a i l y e x c e p t S u n d a y
their
attitude
upon
that
question
by personal Influence. Then* ate no
From Houlton
6.25 a. m.— For Caribou. Fort Fairfield
end of men who, made confident by would he the absolute statement of
9.14 a. m.— For Bangor
previous successes, start out in new the scientific world. But such proved 1W . V . V 1. W . W . V . W . ’ . V . * . V ' . V . « . V A ,,W W ^ ^ W W A W . W J V W ^ V ^ e ,,V,. W . W . * . W A ,^UVWVV\*JVVW| 11.15 a. m.— F or Ashand, St. Francis, Ft.
Kent, Washburn, i ’ resque Isle, Van
ventures of whose processes they are to he the fact. And to tin1 zeal and
Buren, via Squa Pan and Maple to *.
foresight
and
judgment
of
Neal
Dow
12.50 p. m.— F or Ft. Fairfield, Limestone.
wholly ignorant.
Van
Huron.
One always admires th*1 enterprise and his co-laborers has been added the
4.39 p. m .— For Bangor.. Buffet Sleep
W
\
ing Car Houlton to Boston.
and courage of these men who have conclusion of science, in full accord
7.51 p. m. — For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren.
faith to take hold of new and difficult with tlu* conviction of those early
D u e H o u lt o n
propositions.
Under many circum- pioneers.
9.09 a. m.— From Van Buren, Ft. FairW ith a Beautiful Mem orial made of the celebrated

J

GrayH air

nsfUkai

Bilious
relief

UVE

ater C om pan y

H oulton

mark Vour (Cemetery Cot
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ftE E W A M S h L L S
C o n stip atio n is th e arch -e n e m y o f h e alth .
C o n q u e r th is en em y an d y o u rout a w h o le arm y
o f p h y sical fo es, in c lu d in g in d ig e stio n , bilio u sn ess,
sic k h ead ach e, sleep lessn ess and n ervo u s d y sp ep 
sia . B e e c h a m 's P ills h ave been a w orld-favorite
lax ativ e fo r o ver sixty years. T h e y g o straig h t to
th e cau se o f m an y ills an d re m o v e it. T h e y act
p ro m p tly , p leasan tly an d su rely .
C o n ta in no
n a b it-fo rm in g d ru g .
T h e s e tim e-tested pills
stre n g th e n th e sto m ac h , stim u late th e liver an d

N

OW

Di f c tkw of Special Va’ua to Women ara with Every Box.
8#M Iff druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c* 25c.

THE

G R A N IT E
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MOST
T IM E

W

to

E

HAVE

OF T H E

A

CARLOAD

BEST

GRADE

of Monuments bought for
spring delivery and would he
pleased to show designs to
those interested, and if you
wish to see the work to aid
you in making your selec
tions, we will erect it in our
show room for your appro
val before it is lettered.

place your order, owing
to the scarcity of labor, it is
necessary to keep it employ
ed during the dull season and
by placing your order now it
will enable us to have your
work ready to set in the
spring or early summer, and
also make a saving in tin*
price, which will advance
after .January 1st, at t h t 1
quarries.

field
12.38 p. m.— Fmni .Bangor, . (TreenvUI*
Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to H «t 4 ton.
4.31 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone,
Caribou. Ft. Fairfield.
5.30 p. m.— From St. Franeis, Ft. Kent,
Van Buren, Washburn. Presque Isle,
via. Squa Pan.
7.48 p. m.— Fn>rn Bang"i

T im e tables g iv in g complete i n f o r m a 
tion mav be obtained at ticket offices.
GKO M H O C d U T O X , Gen'l Pas s 'r A gt.
Bangor, Maine

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw

W e aim to give satis factio n and w ill app rec iate the o p p o rtun ity
-------to consult w it h anyone in need of
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Constipation
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4 / ,,r
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Houlton Granite & Marble W orks
Bangor S treet

W. H. W A T T S

Houlton, Maine

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS

Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
,
Main*
Piohate matters have Special
Attention

DR. F. 0 , 0RCUTT
D E N T IS T
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law gigantic surrender of aircraft means to the other hand, the resources of toe
enforced by 20on
Cengregstloiui
of modern type a: d
l « y . T. P- WIUI m r s , Pastor.
condition.
P t m c U s i service 10.30 A. M.
figures : it is worth noting that the terms of
Quids? School following A. M. ser sentimental reading.”
to the States for ratification. When it | The opinion is held that Holland will show the number of enemy machines the armistiee include the giving up of
vice.
On a v isit of the librarian to the shall have been ratified by 36 states it j not be disposed to put obstacles in the destroyed in aerial combats by the the complete equipment of the various
■vening Song Service 7.30 P. M.
one man had tentatively selec will become operative in one year. |wa>- She will not be asked to deliver Britn : to have driven down out of reconnaissance
and bombing maWeekly Prayer Meeting Tuesday "a rd s on enson’s “ Treasure Island” Already 14 states have ratified thisj Herr Hohenzollern under the ordinary
eontrol numbered 11 <4.
chines, this taking in a large number
_
ted btev
OTcnlug at 7.30.
from an armful of books presented for amendment and it will doubtless be extradition laws, but his status will be
Germany is known to have lost well of German aerial cameras, bombs,
his inspection. “ Is it a love story?” he one of the first measures brought |considered analogous to that of a pir- over (><»()() airplanes destroyed and sur- sights, machine guns, wireless trar.*asked, and handed it back when given ment for National prohibition. Now |ate or slave trader, who is not regard- rendered during the present year. On mitters, etc.
First Baptist
a negative answer. “ Sure, I want a that this is nearing realization, .Mrs. ed as entitled to sanctuary in any
Court S t
love story," he affirmed. “ I’ve got a. Quimby pointed out. world prohibition ' country.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor
“ The German government is still unis set as a goal toward which to work.
10.30 morning worship with sermon. gjrj ••
decided
as to how to deal with the
M ade M e a
12.00 Bible School with classes for
He liked the books of Mary John- sident. The manufacture of whiskey
former
Emperor
and
the
Hohenzol
son’s "Audrey," but was warned that, [was stopped s<’on after the Nation enmen and women.
W e ll W o m a n
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. though emphatically a love story, thejtered the wai. We hail with delight Inns," said Hugo Haase, secretary for
7.00 gospel song service and sermon. novel had not a "happy ending." That the action taken by the Federal Kail- 'oi ■dua affairs in tic* German cabinet.
"I think." h>* continued, “ they may
So sufferer from catarrh
gave him pause, hut he finally chose j road Administration, which has onler0.00 Aftermeeting.
of the stomach can read
ml that the sale of liquor and intoxi be suf!iciim11y punished by the inlerTuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week "Audrey."
unG'ina! odium they have incurred."
Mrs. Van Buren’s letter
prayer service.
“ I can stand tin* ending." he said. cants of every character in dining
biscus*--iiig He* war, Haas said:
without a feeling of thank
•holr rehearsal each Tuesday even- Unhappy endings have been known to cars, restaurants and railroad stations,
“ Tie guilt of starting tin* struggle
fulness.
lag at the close of the regular prayer cause lasting depression in military under Federal control, shall lie discon
fies
with
loth
Germany
and
Austrian
tinued and all brewery advertisement
I ha ve spen t a g r e a t d eal o f
meeting. ’
hospitals.
nioc* y w i t h doctor* fo r catarrh
mHit a ri - m. Th
v >>v aaimer t b now
Friday at 7.30 choir rehearsal at
Mr*. Mattie A. Yn uBurc n, 17
In the assortment of fiction and sto removed from the refrigerator cars.
o f the stomach and at tim es ha ve
H ighlan d
St..
Grand
Rapids,
been c om p elled to g i v e up m y
R'd'crring to war prohibit ion Mm investigating the pre-war method-; of
church.
ries of personal war experiences, carAlieh., F ast C o m m a n d e r V a l l e y
h o u s e w o r k f o r days.
F o r yea rs
the
foreign
(dime,
part
i.
u)a
r!y
regard
i u y H iv e ,
O. T. M.
I did not k n o w w h a t n w ell day
tied by thi> librarian on the same ward said among oilier tilings:
and cannot h**lp but fe el
F in t. Presbyter Ian
When America fif-aim* involved in ins; the handling of secret funds. The
[visit, were a dictionary, a higher althat. 1 w o u ld not be aliv e to-day
had l not been induced to tr y
l.iquid or T ab let Form
Cor High and Military Sts.
;gebra and trigonometry, a plain and the present world crisis, the first nmr result will bf published as soon as the
I ’eru:
Si* bottle* o f P e m n a
in
\
est
igai
inn
is
completed.''
Sold E v e r y w h e r e
a!
issue
to
be
met
by
the
GoverniumP
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor
made
me
a
w
e
ll
w
om
an/’
solid geometry, and a book on mes.\ vi:
Morning service at 10.30.
lehanics. each of them going in res- was the moral safeguarding of our sol
S. S. at U.4&
j ponse to a special request to the or- diers. The W. G. T. U. had years be
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
rupan! of some bed. 'A n Italian in one fore forewarned the Government of
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
p
I of the wards eyed the collection and this need and our appeals finally
The mirrender of the l’ ihhi German
Evening service last Sabbath of each idrew out the trigonometry.
brought fruition, when the anti can
aft planes required under the terms of
month at 7.30.
"Bill, you don't want that hook," vol teen law, credited time and again by tin* armistice convention has been
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening unteered his bed neighbor to the left. its enemies to “ those women of the W. j
proceeding during the past week and
at 7.46
“ That’s higher mathematics, you can’t G. T. l\" was passed. In our present I
it
is expected the full complement of
Service at Foxcroft Church each read that. Better give him a novel."
time of stress the Government at once |
Th e reason w e so strongly recommend V inol for
enemy machines will shortly in* in the
Sabbath at 3 P. M.
Bill looked inside the trigonometry recognized it's intrinsic value by fur j allies' hands.
frail, sickly children is because it is a non-secret
(
and quite apparently found it no morejther strengthening it and by estab- j
The taking over, examining and ’
remedy which contains B eef and Cod L iv e r Pep
Free Baptist
intelligible than Chinese. Still, he was fishing dry zones around Naval Sta-! narking of so vast a fleet of machines :
Mr. Jenkiua, Pastor,
reluctant to surrender it for a novel tions, military camps, arsenals, muni
has necessarily taken time, as tin* Ger- | tones, Iron and Manganese Peptonates and Glyce
itag service at 10.3# A. M.
in an easy style. Probably the title tion and ship building plants and pro
man
armies in their retirement '
rophosphates — but no oil — the very elements
school et 12.00 9 .
had appealed to the Latin in him, but hibited the sale of all alcoholic bever :
arc leaving tin* planes behind in their*
ages
to
men
in
the
uniform
of
the
i
needed
to build them up. It is delicious to the
People’s meeting 6.00 P. M . ; obviously he wanted to hang on to it
evacuated airdrome's.
Certain ditti- '
■venlng service at 7.00 P. M.
I because it had real substance.
He United States Army and Navy. Later
eulties and attempted evasions con- 1 taste, and children love i t
i
Special music by choir.
brightened with delight when the lib the war and navy departments ex
nected with the* precise proportion of ;
Choir practice Monday nights.
rarian told him she now was equipped tended anti-vice zones around military the various types of aircraft to he \
T h e s e T w o M o th e r s H a v e P r o v e d T h is.
camps, stations, post, cantonments and
AH are cordially Invited tc come and to supply him with Italian books.
Bainbridge, N.Y.
Williamson, W . Vs.
turned over and the airworthiness of .
hear the Rev. Mr. JeflkinsAll the men like detective stories. A all districts under naval jurisdiction to some of the machines surrendered are j
*‘My little daughter, 13 years old,
" M y little boy w as weak, pony,
overworked and was run-down, tired and tired ah the time, did not want
Tuesday night church prayer and casual evening visit to the extreme 10 miles. The navy department has
now being adjusted in response to firm i
all the time, nervous, had headaches, to do anything. Vinol was recom
praise Service.
psychopathic ward brought requests issued “ hone dry” orders to all naval
representations by Marshal Foch on
couldn’t eat and had to stay out of mended and it built up his strength
forces
and
the
whole
United
States
is
for detective fiction from three white
behalf of the allies.
; school. Vinol has built her up. She andm ade him healthy. N o w he romps
now “ bone-dry” for our noble army.
has a good appetite, no more head and plays like other children. W «
and two negro patients.
Methodist Episcopal
Some light is thrown upon what this j
utvarv man will read a love story,

CHURCH SERVICES

The major victory from a National little difference as to points of

PERUNA

For Years
Did Not
Know a
Well Day

GATHERING ENEMY’S
2000 AIRPLANES

Military S t
itev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
The Sunday School at noon has or
ganised classes for men and women.
Junior League meeting and class for
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
Rpworth League meeting at 6.45

p m-

There are hundreds of thousands of
books, unused, on the shelves of Amer
ican homes, that are just the books
the tens of thousands of wounded men
in the Army hospitals need now. Kverv public library is a receiving station
for Library War Service. Books tak
en or sent to the library will get into
the soldiers' hands promptly.
------ S A V E ------

Church of the Good Shepherd
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
Sundays
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun
day in. the month.
Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30.
Evening Prayer and sermon 7-30.
Sunday School after morning ser
vice.
Hely Days
Hely Communion at 8.00 A. M.

TO GET KAISER
AS AN OUTLAW

COMPANY

Eggs at 10 cents per Dozen!
Ever hear of such a tiling?

No5

We\\, hcic' a a aubstivute lot egr.s —
EGGNIT — a package o f which
equals 30 egga in cooking, so

his extradition without the consent of
Germany, the newspaper adds, pres
sure will 1m* brought to obtain con
sent .

Why Pay 70 Cents the Dozen?
One package will conclusively prove
that EGGNIT cooks as well or better
tha.i egga. Gives the desired light
ness. Goodlyeggflavor. Save hens’
egg* for food, is economy worth
talking about. Try this remarkable
Pure Food product today. By mail
-30 cents-or $1.05 for large package

MADE SUGGESTIONS

A demand for the surrender of W ill
iam Hohenzollern will la* submitted to
The Netherlands government in the
name of the allied cabinets. The views
of France and Italy have been fully
communicated to the British govern
ment and President Wilson has also
made suggestions relative to proced
ure in the case.

Every woman who cooks is m
possiblecustomer. The easiest
nouse to house aaleaworlc im
aginable. A real opportunity to
make money. Write for details
—no obligations.

B uy our Potash F ertilize rs because the Potash is guaranteed
to be water-soluble. A n y other kind is worthless. A p p ro ved
by N e w England E xp e rim en t Stations.
supply is sold.

D o n ’t w a it until the

I

F

you

put

up

your

car

fo r

T . L. M arsh all, F ort Fairfield, G en eral Salesman.
Branch GoaaoU4aU4 Baadcrlag Oo.

It m ay m e a n

th e ru in o f th e b a tte ry .

W hy ta k e a

Telephone

Houlton Furniture Exchange
C. E. Calvin, P rop’r
Bangor Street
Houlton, Maine

y o u w an t it in

Y o u ’ll save
m oney
and
y o u ’ll actually save flour by
using W I L L I A M
TELL,
because you ’ll have “ better
luck” and less waste, and
y o u r b read w ill have that
superior flavor that on ly
W I L L I A M T E L L can give.

th e sp r in g .
£

I f y o u d r iv e y o u r c a r d u r in g th e w in te r,
sto p in o r w rite u s fo r in fo r m a tio n o n
th e c a re y o u s h o u ld g iv e y o u r b a tte ry .

T h in g s d on ’t go w ro n g w ith
W I L L I A M T E L L an d that
means a big savin g in itself.
Besides, it goes further and
that m eans m ore saving.

Careful , Courteous Inspection
and Square-Deal Repair Ser •
vice on any battery o f any make •

T a k in g everything into con
sideration, I have found that
W IL L IA M
T E L L is the
only flour fo r me to use.

Ask your (trover for
W IL L IA M
T E L L — the
flour that goes further
and, bakes better.
B A T T E R Y S E R V IC E CO.
Row. Bangor St.

W illia m
Tell

’ T I E

Its seamless one-piece ash pit with door ground on
guarantees absolute control of the fire for a generation
using all fuels. Its double fire pot with patented
cone center grate absolutely prevents the formation
of (‘linkers. You can use the cheapest fuel.
Its extra heavy, cold rolled boiler iron body stands up
for a life time of service.
Its door frames riveted on
absolute control.

Milled according
to U. S. Food

'll

I : !i

D im d m m jh l

i f ■

FOR

(not bolted)

guarantee

It burns hard coal, soft coal, wood, coke, and slack,
and positively produces better results with less fuel
than any other. Don’t take our word for it. Examine
the Roun 1 Oak and find ihe answer right on the
heater itself.

C a ll a n d

le t us

shew you

how to do your duty to

pocket

book

-

amilton-Grant Co.

Regulation*

Main Street
H \ I I I ■A

U P ”

----------- Fuel is Scarce— You Must Conserve i t -----------

your

FLOUR
SALE

BY

ALL

DEALERS

♦
♦
'!

I
I
I
*
»
♦
I
»
1
<
♦

»
!

t

♦
I
I
1
I
1
♦

.i

.Justly called the patriot's stove because it conserves
ALL fuels

w in te r, a n d h av e it

Auto

Calvin w ill call and make you a
cash offer for any kind o f second
hand F u r n i t u r e o r S t o v e s

Round Oak Heater

w ill ta k e th e p r o p e r rare o f y o u r b a t 

HOULTON

Turn It Into Cash

The Round Oak SquareBase
Heater will help von
solve the problem---Many people are
discarding
their furnaces and are installing the
-

c h a n c e w h en fo r a n o m in a l c h a rg e w e

y o u w h en

------ discarded F u rn itu r e --------

th e

le a v in g th e b a tte ry in it.

re a d y f o r

up your attic or .storeroom w ith

P A R M E N T E R & P O L S E Y F E R T IL IZ E R C O ., Boston, Mass.

w in te r , d o n ’ t m a k e th e m is ta k e o f

te ry d u r in g th e

Don’ t Clutter

Y o u r F u r n a c e f o r a. T i m e

BUY NOW

Don’t Ruin a Good Battery
this Winter

and Druggists Everywhere

H o w would you like to
act as m y agent?

CBAS. M. STEWART, 37
„
Bangor, Maine.
Authority is claimed for the state
ment
that,
although
there
are
some
November 12th President Wilson
m
e
signed the Emergency Agricultural
Western Tales With a Dash of Ro Appropriation Bill with its legislature
rider providing for National Prohibi
mance are the Favorites— Love
tion from next July 1st until the
Stories with Happy EndAmerican Army is demobilized. Un
ingi
Wanted
der the amendment the manufacture
Fiction and the lighter forms of of wine will cease next May 1st. On
reading play a large part in the daily December 1st the manufacture of beer
lives of the men in hospitals, every in the United States was prohibited,
librarian of the A. L. A. W a r Service as a war measure, by order of the preT H E h igher the potato prices the greater the p rofit for the
reports. Stories of adventure cannot In her address she paid tribute to the
farm er. W ith potato prices n o w higher than at any time
be supplied In sufficient number. The service of the late Mrs. Lillian M. N.
for 5 0 years, ev ery Aroostook farm er should m ake his land
men cannot get enough of Zane Grey, Stevens, president of the state and
produce potatoes to the utmost.
Use P arm enter & Polsey
Rex Beach. Jack London. E. P h illip s [National W. <\ T. U. for many years.
Potash F ertilize rs . T h e y are reliable. T h e y restore the plant
Oppenheim and Kipling.
The best J Speaking of the developments in
food carried a w a y by previous crops. Parm enter & Polsey
nevel Is a western story with a dash ! the progress of National prohibition,
F ertilize rs are composed of B L O O D , M E A T , B O N E , C h em 
of romance.
icals and 4 % water-soluble Potash.
I Mrs. Quimby said:

FICTION IN DEMAND
BY WOUNDED SOLDIERS

certainly believe in Vinol fo r children. ”
— H arley Clay.

Creates Strength

The British war cabinet and the
French and Italian representaives in
Lndon are in agreement as to the pro
posed punishment of William Hohen
zollern. but have decided to take no
action until President Wilson arrives
in Europe.

WILSON

Children
Improve Rapidly on Vinol

aches and has returned to school
again. " — Mrs. Lester Andrews.

-------- S A V E

pTalse and Preaching at 7.30.
Vtot. 3. H. Llndsday, organise and
NATIONAL TROHW mON
chelr masteT.
The allies are, not willing' to allow a
In her annual address at the con Wcfmicafify (o prevent hrinfrin^ HoPrayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday
vention of the Maine Woman's Chris henzolbrn to trial. If Holland refuses
evening.

tian Temperence Union which was
held in Waterville last week, the pre
sident, Mrs. Althea G. Quimby of
North Turner, called to mind the steps
which have been taken in the progress
of temperance reform, particularly as
indicated in the advance of the movebefore the Legislature of Maine when
it convenes next January.
“ We rejoice that four more states
have entered the prohibition ranks,
making 32 prohibition states, and the
very favorable vote in other states
assures us that during the year 1919
the required 36 states will have rati
fied the Federal Amendment."

rail, Sickly

Houlton, Maine
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P A M FOUR

the

amount expended in the different
departments of Town activities.
An overdraft in any account last
year is the first item charged this year
and all are included in the following
totals, while the unexpended balances
from last year are not taken into account until the close of the year.
$2601.87
General Government

CENTRAL SCHOOL ITEMS

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

CLA S S IF I E D ADS

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

__ CLA SS IFI ED ADS

To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme
judicial Court, next to be held at Cari- Japanese Novelties at Miss M iller's, Furnished Rooms to L e t a t 51 Court Many Bargains are still w aitin g fo r
R. p. Currier, assistant director of
St.
49tf
150
bOUf jn the County of Aroostook and
Mansur Blk.
the school garden army addressed the
tciriL.iaSers
^ McLeod’s 8tore
state
of
Maine:
Central Building. Wednesday fore
56 Main street
Everything must
Soft Wood F or Sale.
A. G. Cottle,
Benjamin F. Marley of Smyrna, in For Sale: 1 Sleigh and white robe at
be
sold.
Phone
212-2.
noon.
50tf
a
low
price.
Apply
to
Tel.
215-2.
County of Aroostook, respectfully
The pupils who have a rank of eig151
represents that on the twenty-seventh
A Second-hand Pung, in good condi N ew Modern House For 8ale on
ty-flve or over are going to have a
day of October, 1897 at Smyrna in said For Sale: Two Anvils at a Bargain.
Weeks Ave., six rooms with bath.
tion, for sale cheap. Dr. H. L. Put
at the high school building, Dec.
County of Aroostook he was lawfully
For particulars Inquire of C. B
nam.
250
Phone 214-4. G. M. Connors, South
Protection of Persons
14.
Esters. Main Street.
7699.91 married to Blanche Marley of Smyrna,
St.
151p
and Property
You Need Heat. If you can use soft
There was a reception at the High Health and Sanitation
1644.24 in said County that ever since said
coal, inquire of H. L. Chadwick. For Sale— The Augusta E. Chadwick
School Auditorium last week for the
2491.01 time he has conducted himself to Pre-war prices on Footwear are now
Light
Phone 443.
homestead, on corner Park and Fair
wards said Libelee as a faithful, true
teachers and parents.
1962.50
on
at
the
Shoe
Hospital
where
gen
Water
streets, Including house, barn, and
and affectionate husband but that said
25854.54
uine
baryains
may
be
had.
There was a teachers meeting in j Highways and Bridges
L O S T — The art of overcharging for
fine corner lot, about one acre In
11095.26! I-ibeleo. regardless of her marriage
the eighth grade, Thursday
after ; Charity and Soldiers Aid
Merchandise at OSGOOD'S JEW
all. Jas. Archibald, Executor.
‘
covenant
and
duty,
on
the
20th
day
of
’Phone
the
Houlton
Battery
Service
31441.43
school.
|Education
ELRY STORE.
and they will call and get your bat
1100.00 March 1912, utterly deserted your Libe
Pin Boys Wanted to W ork in the Bowtery for storage. Phone 524.
On Thursday forenoon Miss LeJ«h.
520:'..19 lant without cause, and that said de
Enlist in this w a r against waste with
lodrome, good money job for a
ton was not at her office on account of
t
1000.00 sertion has continued to the present
a Round Oak Range or Heater fiom
steady boy who will attend to busi
sickness which news was sadly re- maoiuuex
7596.76 time, being more than three years, Who Found Two Ford Auto Chains
Hamilton & Grant.
ness. Apply at once at the Bowlocelved by the manual training boys of Uncassified
that she been guilty of cruel and abu
Mondav, somewhere about town'.’
drome.
sive
treatment
towards
your
libelant.
the Central building.
Will finder leave at TIMES Office.
$99,690.71
Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
Total
That your Libelant has made dili151pd
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 4"0 For Rent in a good locality, 7 room
The seventh grade pupils are sell
FRANK A. PEABODY
! gent inquiry, 1ut that the residence of
W. E. Carr, Prop.
house on Green street with all mo
lag Christmas tags and seals.
The
HOWARD WEBB
I said Libelee is unknown to your Libel Anyone in need of Footwear may se
dern improvements including elec
pirsceeds going to the Red Cross.
ROBERT M. LA W LIS
ant, and cannot be ascertained by reacure many bargains at the Genuine Ground Bone is what the hens like
tric lights, bath and good cellar with
When the pupils come to solicit you
Selectmen of Houlton.
|sonable diligence. That there is no
this season of the year. Call Star
Mark Down sale at the Shoe Hos
new coal furnace. Apply to Andrew
be sure and smile and buy.
collusion between them to obtain a
- .JOIN
key's market, 73 and order some.
pital.
J. Saunders.
I divorce; but that your Libelant be
The pupils of the sixth grade last
Convalescence after pnuemonia, ty lieves that said bonds of matrimony
A
Round
End
Poole
Piano,
Slightly
year did not mae their Red Cross
For Keeping the Cold Out, or for us
R E N T S — differ. Some pay $150.00 per
used, burled walnut case for $250,
funds and had to borrow money from phoid fever and the grip, is some ought to be dissolved, wherefore he
Month. OSGOOD pays $15.00 and
ing around out buildings or where
prays
that
a
divorce
may
be
decreed.
may be seen at Hagerman’s Piano
malng money by selling Xmas stamps. times merely apparent, not real. To
his Customers get the full benefit
sheathing paper is needed, a li m i t
And your Libelant furthei prays
Parlors.
150p
ed amount of heavy sheathing pager
in Low Prices.
The pupils of the two seventh make it real and rapid, there is no that he may have the custody of their
in bundles may be had at the TIMES
grades
of the Houlton Grammar other tonic so highly to be reeom- minor children, named, Charles Marley
TO LET— Accommodations for bar
Office.
Dressmaking, Ladies’ Tailoring, and
gain
buyers
at
"OSGOOD’S
L
I
T
T
L
E
mended
as
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.
Thou-lage(j
years,
Mary
Marley,
an
adopt
School are to have a social in the
all kinds of sewing. Lucy Nadeau.
STORE with the BIG STOCK"
led child, aged 11 years.
High School Gymnasium on Dec. 14. sands so testify. Take Hood's.
H e re ’s Your Chance to Buy Fine
Hamilton Burnham Block, over the
Houlton.
I
B. F. MARLEY.
151
horses at a bargain: 1 driving horse,
Pioneer Office.
1918. Refreshments will be served.
, Dated at Houlton. this 11th day of
has speed, sound and clever; 1 3Maple Spring W a te r is Being Used by
mmmmmmmmmmm
mmmmm
mm
mmmmm
mmmmm
m
\
December,
191S
.
The school sold W. S. S. during the
year-old colt, finely bred, broken to
A large stock of Footwear that must
many people at this season of the
Signed and sworn to before me this
Thanksgiving campaign. The seventh
harness; 1 pr. 2-year-old Percheron’s
he reduced is the cause of the cut
year. Leave your orders at the
is unceptian* better take a 11th dav of December, 191S.
2 prs. heavy team horses. Apply to
in prices of Shoes, Rubbers etc., at
T I M E S Office.
grade led in the sale. They sold $130 L
C Policy with the good old re li
SETH S THORNTON.
C. W. Starkey.
the Shoe Hospital.
able Equitable Life Assurance Society
Justice of the Peace
worth.
If Y ju Burn Coal in Your Cook Stove,
T H E O . J. F OX, Agent
The seventh grade, Miss Thomp
soft coal will be very satisfactory “ W e ’ll Stick to the Finish.” Its a liv
Y O U R P O C K E T B O O K — will laugh
|(L. S. I
| if vou trade at "OSGOOD’S L IT T L E
and the least expensive fuel.
In
son's room, went “ over the top” in
ing, breathing story of the war in
I AROOSTOOK, ss.
quire of Chadwick.
STORE
with
the
BIG
STOCK
the trenches and behind the lines
selling W a r Saving Stamps, during
!
Supreme Judicial Court. I
You’ll be pleased too.
as
seen and told by Joe Mitchell
jin
vacation.
Houlton.
December
16th,
j
the Thanksgiving campaign.
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Chappie. An interesting book for a
1
191S. i
Newspaper
may
be
left
at
the
M O N E Y — accepted
at
The children of the Central Building
Christmas gift $2.00 postpaid at the
Whereas Hannah Butler, of lame- | In this action it is ordered by the C A N A D IA N
TIMES Office, where the lowest
"OSGOOD’S L I T T L E STORE with
TIMES Office.
are going to fill a stocking for the stone, Aroostook County, Maine, by |court that notice be given said Libelee
price
can
be
obtained.
the BIG STOCK” without discount.
orphan children of Belgium and France her mortgage deed dated July 9th, 1by publishing the libel and this order
We aim to please and we D ) please. W A N T E D — Everyone to know that F° rr Sa,e’ a Farm in Robbinston, Me.,
1918, and recorded in the Aroostook ot' court three successive weeks in the
each pupil brings a penny or as much County Registry of Deeds, book 309,
85 acres of land consisting of clear
OSGOOD'S is the happiest place to
HOULTON TIMES a newspaper print-j
ed pasture land and a small wood
as they can.
page 136. southern District, conveyed ed and published at Houlton, in said Wanted: A man to work in a Dairy
trade at. No grouchy people there.
Barn, a good milker or one who
lot. Buildings consist of a two storyEven the prices are pleasant.
Mrs. Rhoda the teacher of one of to me. the undersigned, a certain par County of Aroostook, the last publica- j wants to become one. Small 4 room
brick building and ell with frame
cel of real estate situated in Lime tion to be at least thirty days before
the sixth grades was out sick three stone in the county of Aroostook and
house for his use. Apply to A. E. For Sale: An Atlantic Wood Furnace
shed and stable attached, with
the next term of this court in said
51tf
day of last week.
ditional stable about 25 feet from
made by Portland Stove Foundry
bounded as follows:
County of Aroostook to be held at j Mooers. Tel. 419-2
first. Buildings are all in good re
The
following
described
real
estate
Co
,
in
good
condition.
Apply
to
Caribou,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Miss Curtis Was sick Thursday and
pair. Dwelling has hardwood floors
together with all the buildings there Tuesday of February, 1919; that shej Bank Book No. 15773 issued by the
Airs, W. F. Buzzell, Court St.
could not give the pupils of the Cent on, described as fifty (50) acres off of
in kitchen and dining room. Farm
may then and there appear and defend | Houlton Savings Bank is lost, and
this notice is given as required by For the Fre Place Nothing is Better
is situate in village within a short
ral Building their lessons.
the North part of lot numbered one if she sees fit.
than lumps of Nova Scotia coal. It
law that a duplicate book may be is
distance of schools. This farm
hundred
forty-five
(145)
in
the
said
LESLIE
C.
CORNISH,
Correspondents: Myrtle Henderson,
is cheerful and has the heat.
In
sued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
51
be purchased at a trade. If inter
Town of Limestone meaning and in
Alma McLeod, Elizabeth Robinson, tending hereby to convey the same Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial
quire of Chadwick.
ested, write Ernest E. Higgins, MillCourt
town, Maine.
449
Philip Jenkins, Reta Robinson, Veta parcel of land this day conveyed to
A true copy of libel and order of To Let: Comfortably furnished rooms
with hot water heat, electric lights, T y p e w rite r Ribbons for all machines
Doak, Jean Keirstead and Roger W il me by the said Richard Downing.
court thereon.
bath etc. 1 minute walk from Post
And whereas the condition of said
as well as Carbon Paper made by Farm For Sale— 60 Acres, Smooth,
Attest: Michael M. Clark, Clerk.
kins.
Office. Hughes house, so-called. Cor
level fields, free from rocks, the
mortgage has been broken : Now there
Webster— There's none better. Call
-------- JO IN --------ner Highland Ave. and Pleasant St.
best of soil. 3 miles from R. R. Sta
fore, by reason of the breach cf the
or send to TIMES Office.
tion on main road. Good pasture,
151
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure
good wood lot, barn 42x84 feet with
of said mortgage, and give this notice
FOUND— A
D IA M O N D dealer who
basement, house two-story with hot
for that purpose.
RASPBERRY
C L O V E R
H O N E Y
knows Diamonds and whose prices
and cold water and bath, w’ater sys
Dated December 13th, 1918.
are the verv fairest to be had any
3tb liv Parrel Post in 1-2-3
A little black, shaggy pup, with
It is our purpose and intention to
tem cost $1,000. This is one of the
zone $1.35. 12m $4.75; 10 3tb
where. OSGOOD THE JEWELER.
follow the method used last year, and Signed RICHARD DOWNING,
cans be express or freight
white
breast
and
feet,
answers
best farms in Oxford Co. and can be
Houlton.
351
By
his
Atty.
P.
E.
Higgins.
Inform the public each month as to
S12 ; 1 case 24 1'.b cans $9
bought for $6,000— $3,000 cash down,
to the name of Laddy, w a s J. B. M A S O N . Mechanic Falls, Me.
bal. on morgage. For sale by L. A.
W a rm Convenient house
vr.p For Rent:
Brooks, Real Estate Agent, South
stolen Tuesday night, Dec 10.
of eight rooms and bath, furnace
Paris, Me.
47tf
heat,
electric
lights,
and
stable.
Above reward will be paid for
Good garden lot. Applv 32 Gre m
his return or any information
St.
Phone 206-4.
49tf W O R K IN G for C O M F O R T offers you
S T A T E OF M AIN E
|
a chance to secure a permanent
leading
to
the
conviction
of
the
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the T o w n of Silveridge Plantation, in the I
position amid pleasant surroundings
FOR I N F O R M A T I O N R E G A R D IN G W ith Any kind of fuel you are Safe
County of Aroostook, for the yea r 1918.
! guilty
party.
Inauire at the T H E W H E R E A B O U T S OF R O Y
ar congenial wcvk and for satisfac
with a Round Oak Range or Heater
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Tmvn I
tory -ay. Working conditions are
from
Hamilton
&
Grant
Co.
HOME
RESTAURANT.
F R A N C IS F E E N E Y , W H O L E F T ST.
of Silverldge Plantation aforesaid, for the yea r 1918, com mitted to me for eol- I
good ".me, cl< m, light buiding, well
S
tarkey’s
Meat
Slicer
just
puts
the
151 p M A R Y ’S C O L L E G E A T V A N B U R E N
iectlon for said Town on the 14th day of December, 1918, remain unpaid; and j
heated. S hour day and all sorts of
finishing touch on smoked beef,
notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are not p r e 
intere.-ting office work to do. As we
ON
OCT. 27.
PLEASE
N O T IF Y
bacon etc.
N
O
T
IC
E
A
N
N
U
A
L
M
E
E
T
I
N
G
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount I
employ only the highest (lass, you
P A T R IC K
FEENEY,
E AS T
The annual meeting of the stock MRS.
due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice
will find yourself among congenial
Lost
strayed
or
stolen
from
my
pas
349
nt public auction at the T o w n Hall in said Town, on the first Monday in February holders of the First National Bank, M I L L I N O C K E T . M A IN E
fellow’ workers. We want faithfnl.
ture near the Boundary line, 1 ewe
for the election of Directors and the
1919, at nine o’clock A. M.
industrious workers; and give them
and
3
lambs.
Reward
for
informa
transaction
of
such
other
business
as
Amount of T a x Due
Name o f Owner
Description of Property
in return ample recesses, vacations
tion
leading to recovery of the
Including Interest and may legally be brought before them,
with pay, a library, occasional en
same.
Mrs.
Jake
Wise,
Houlton,
Me.
('b arg e s will be held at the Banking Rooms on
tertainments, an employees’ month
Tel. 82M.
Tuesdav. Jan. 14, 1919 at 10 o’clock
Cassidy & Jordan
South half of lot one (1) range
ly. free use of gymnasium, swim
A. M.
one (1) con tainin g eigh ty -fiv e
ming pool, social and reading rooms.
For
Sale:
My
Entire
Outfit
and
Busi-1
R.
F.
WARD,
Cashier.
',00.00
acres more or less
Our
Educational facilities make
ness,
consisting
of
Home
farm
of
j
Houlton, Me. Dec. 2, 191S.
’ ’assldy & Jordan
Nor th half o f lot tw o (2) range one
rapid advancement possible. If you
about 130 acres, barn 40x60, 14 room ' are the sort of young women who
(1)
containing one hundred and forty
TAXES
house, work shop, 24x30, mill con
acres more or less
$788.93
w’ants to work with us and if you
All Taxes are due.
sisting of Rotary Gang edger. Plan
toss Delate
South half of lot tw o (2) range one (1)
have a fair education write for our
Real Estate upon which taxes are
er.
lath
Machine,
shingle
and
head$3.3;
containing tw e n ty - fiv e acres more or less
free booklet, “ Working for Com
unpaid Dec. 16, will be advertised for
in Machine, stave Machine, stave
Jlurlbert Grant
East half o f lot seven (7) range two (2)
fort.” We can tell you right away
sale. Said sale to be held the first NOW OPEN AN READY
crozer, stave planer, jointer and eve- ' whether or not w*e can use you. W .
containing one hundred and tw e n ty-fo u r
Monday in February’ 1919.
ry
thing
that
goes
with
a
first
class
FOR
YOU
$36.
acres more or less
H. Gannett, Pub., Inc.. Dept. Augus
Poll taxes are due and collectable
equipment, cut off saws and trim
>eoige William s
W e s t side of lot six (6) rang e tw o (2) c o n 
ta, Maine.
350
Y O * R F U T U R E is what you make it
without notice.
mers, also lumber lot of about 150
$26.19
ta ining
sixty acres more or less
Twelve per cent interest on all If you are ambitious, you can make it
acres, will make a dandy farm when
December 11th. 1918
taxes after January 1, 1919.
(’learned up, farming tools, teams,
a SUCCESS by taking a course of
J P. W E S T O N ,
J. F. JACKINS
hay and grain, 800 bbls. potatoes in
study
with
us.
Write
or
phone.
Collector of Tuxes of tin T o w n of Sliveridgc Plantation.
"Tax Collector"
quire of W. H. Harding, Houlton, Send Part’d Post or w n '* ’ ! " r
Hamilton & Burnham Blk. O. A. H O D G IN S , Prin., Houlton, Me.
250p Domestic Supply Co., Dopt. 32, C;:
Me.
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COLLECTOR’S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF
LANDS OF NON-RESICENT OWNERS :
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$ 1 0 0 R ew a rd
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j On every Floor and in j

We invite You to visit j

*

A

This

Store.

A

Compare
l

Prices

and

i

’ivory

Department

are

J

Remember

That We Carry the Larg

j Many Useful and Attrac-

est Line of Up-to-Date

i

i

Jtive Pieces Especially Se- ♦

House Furnishings toSej lected

lect From in Aroostook

for

I

Christmas j

Gifts.

County.

The war has ended and our thoughts are turned toward Peace.

In selecting

Gifts everything that helps to brighten the Home and fireside will be a

your

reminder

Christmas
of

good

cheer, not only at Christmas time, but through the entire yer r.

4
M arket Square

Houlton Furniture Company

Houlton, Maine
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HOULTON TRUST COMPANY

son of Mrs. Phoebe lott, which is pub ing one of one pound gun carriages
Give my regards to Mr. Smith and
lished herewith.
and doesn't have to go in the lines also Joe Gorham.
Annual M eeting
very often.
The annual meeting of the share
Sincerely, Jack.
Harold Berrie is Company Mail ord
holders of the Houlton Trust Com
November 6, 1918 erly and doesn’t have to go in any
pany will be held at the Banking
Somewhere in France
more he stays back with the kitchen
Rooms of said Company. Tuesday My Dear Mrs. Smith:Oct. 30, 1918.
about
four
miles
behind
the
lines.
I
Your
most
welcome
letter
arrived
to
the 7th day of January, 1919, at 10
Dear Brother:
T. B. Currie was confined to his o’clock in the forennon, for the elec day and tonight while everything haven’t been in the trenches since
Thofl. V. Doherty went to Augusta
Just a few lines this morning to let
home several days last week by ill tion of Trustees and Executive Board seems to be quiet am going to try and April 30th. After we came out of you know that I am feeling some bet
Monday to attend Law Court
there and the companies went in on
from said Trustees and such business write a few letters.
ness.
Harry Little of Davidson spent the
ter than I was the last time I wrote
We have been in the lines now for the big drive all the company clerks you, but hope these few lines will find
week end in town with friends.
Joe Hogan the popular city carrier as ™aJr leg^lly b{ L ? 0Il^' tqr«
stayed
behind
with
Regimental
Head
over two months and it is getting
Miss Vada Sutton of Woodstock, is has been confined to his home by ill- j
ou ° ”y n p q RD pu LLE R TO N ,
quarters looking after the reports etc. you all well and enjoying yourselves.
4 i e guest of Miss Mildred Huggard.
Well I suppose you are doing a little
ness during the past week.
!
Treasurer. pretty darned monotonous. Although so I cannot say that I have been over
everyone
is
kept
in
fairly
good
spirits
Hartley Stewart of Fort Fairfield
hunting now, and as soon as the snow
the
top,
the
trenches
were
bad
enough
Hon. Charles P. Barnes returned
- joix
with the reports that are in the pap
was in town last week visiting his
comes you will take a little trip up
Saturday from Augusta, where he has , n c r m e RIJNDLE
ers, it does not seem as though we let alone the going over.
the old hunting ground at Pride’s. I
parents.
Kid is a very good name for me for hope you will have good luck and have
would be over here very much longer,
The stores in Houlton will be open been attending Law Court.
OF CHRISTMAS CHEER all that we have got to do now is I am one of the youngest men in the a good time. If Tabby and his crowd
all this week to accommodate Christ
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Berry are both
Special officer Smart of the B. & A drive fritz a few more miles and then company, add to that I am the young are there give them all my best re
confined «to
the -------house by illness, Mr.
mas shoppers.
. .........„„
, —
est Non-commissioned officer and the gards. I suppose Jennie will go down
Dr. F. W . Mitchell who has been in Berry being threatened with pneu- R. R. intercepted a passenger and Sat U. S. A. for us.
urday morning’s train from Van Buren
Boston and New York returns home monja
We have lost most of our officers, senior Corporal of the company but if home to spend Xmas. How is Natwho had in his possession a suit case ( ’apt. Hosford has been commissioned we ever go home I will be wearing ahlie?
today (Wednesday.)
^
„ „„ „
.
. ...
Sirs Allen T. Smith returned TuesDan 1 W Davis left Thursday for containing 4 quarts of “ booze” which Major, ( ’apt Doane is commanding the three stripes instead of two and so
Well there are a few of the small
•Mar from Presque Isle where she spent Portland on a business trip and also he claimed he had purchased for 1st Battalion. Lieut. Cabot has been will Berrie.
countries getting peace now and that
ewisChristmas purposes.
• f e w days with friends.
took in the Shrine meeting at L<
Everyone at home is preparing for makes it all the worse for the Kaiser.
commissioned Captain and is com
This explanation was not entirely manding Co. M, General Edwards has our return soon I suppose if they take I think he will soon give in.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Iverson of Port- ton on Friday,
are in town the guests of Mr. and
The Red Cross has used us great
Mrs. Wm. B. Gibson, Mrs. Geo. A. satisfactory to the officer, who decided gone bark to the U. S. and Col Hume any truth from the papers. Elveryone
Mrs. Nathaniel Tompkins.
Hall Jr. and Miss Madeline Cleveland that he would do a little investigating has been relieved of his command and in here tonight is talking peace. We here in the hospitals. They give out
Mrs. Geo. Tracey and Miss Alice who have been spending a few days so he took the “ whole works," passen is going to some other outfit. Befor<‘ heard one of the best little rumors of cigarettes and tobacco once a week,
Tracey of Richmond. N. B. have taken in Bridgewater with friends returned ger, “ booze” etc., and the result was we get through we will have all N a all tonight: They say that the Boehe and they have got a hut here and give
that its going to be a dry Christmas tional Army officers and the National have come over on the British front out hot cocoa and cookies 3 and 4 times
apartments at Mrs. Nevers’ for the home Saturday evening.
for somebody.
Guard sure love the N. A. nu n Oh yes with a white flag and are going to quit a week. I tell you they are a good
winter.
The Shoe Hospital on Court street
------ JOIN' Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Plummer return
up there and they are going to put thing for the boys in FYance.
they do.
are
having
a
genuine
marked
down
ed home from a 10 days trip to Boston
the white flag up all along the lines.
There isn’t much news to write this
We
had
a
little
skirmish
the
other
COMMUNITY
CHRISTMAS
sale at a very opportune time, which
And tonight there are a lot of the morning so guess I will ring off for
on Thursday.
night
and
four
of
the
boys
got
killed
The work of bringing good cheer to
Nearly every train brings in a few enables the people of this section to
and a number of them wounded, there companies going over to get a prison this time, hoping to hear from you
of the boys who have been discharged stock up on Footwear at the prices the unfortunate ones of Houlton is were three old men and one of the er to see if there is anything in it.
soon I remain as ever your loving
progressing favorably.
from service at the training camps.
As I told you in the first of the let brother. Love to all the family.
new
men.
The
old
men
were:
Colie
that prevailed previous to the war. A
The closing of the schools prevents
Mrs. Ellen Pelkey has received word
ter that I had several letters to write
Pvt. Gilbert Ewings,
I
from the W a r Dept' that her son. Mur- glance at their ad gives one an idea the school children from bringing their Tracey of Hodgdon, Me., Albert Clark I will have stop but will write again
Go. B, 3rd. M. G. Bn.
of Smyrna Mills, Me., and Howard
gifts
of
toys,
etc.
rgy, who w m reported as missing, is Df bow much money can be saved by
soon.
Lst. Div. A. E. F.
The committee have decided to Goodall of Oakfield, Me., they went
•Eve BBd well.
I attending this sale.
over on a raid and they got shot up
place the huge red stocking in the
Mrs. Ethel Johnson who has been in ,
pretty bad. We expect to get out for
----JOIX
___ with her husband returned to
Sunday school and each child is asked
Texas
r —1
a rest some time this week.
to
bring
one
of
its
own
toys
or
books,
Houlton to be with her mother, Mrs.
I
have
visited
the
great
Cathedral
or articles of clothing to place in the
B. A. Donovan.
Mr. Andrew J. Martin a former res- r0(j stocking, on next Sunday, Dec. 22. at Verdun and have taken some of the
Raymond Cumming is confined to
passed away Dec. parents are urged to help the children glass out of the windows for souve
his home by illness suffering from an ident of Houlton
9th, at his home,
1887 Commonwealth to receive the blessing that comes nirs. It is one of the most beautiful
attack of Influenza.
Mass.
His death from the spirit of self-sacrifice by giv- churches I have ever been in, the alMrs. 3. O. Green and young son, left Ave., Aubumdale,
the advanced age of jng f rom their own possessions to tar is all solidmarble
and there are
Friday for Manchester, N. H. where catne suddenly at
four great marble pillars about twenty
fike will visit her mother for a few 83 years. The funeral services were make some one else happy.
held Dec. 12th, interment at Oak Grove
Contributions of cooked food, jelly, feet tall and on top of that is sort of
weeks.
preserves, pickles, fruit or vegetables a roof with four lambs carved out of
Rockabema Lodge. No. 78, I. O. O. Cemetery, Medford, Mass.
F. will work the third degree Thurs
Mr. Martin lived in Houlton many may be left at the vestry of the Free marble and the altar is beneath.
day evening and a good attendance is years and being a man of a genial and Baptist Church, or Tuesday forenoon, Around the walls are some oil paint
desired.
T „ loving disposition and sterling quali- Dec. 24. Let all who can give a little ings, some are about forty by twenty
According to reports from the U. S tles bo endeared himself to everyone from their own store to help fill the feet and they are all originals. It is
•j CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Dept, of Agriculture, the potato crop wRb whom he cam in contact. Some baskets for the Christmas dinners for a shame how it has been torn down. 1
W SEVEN PEARLS
J
also
have
a
little
medal
that
I
bought
lor 1918 in the U. S. amounted to 389,- j or many 0f his oldest friends have the needy ones.
Will all please report destitute eases from an old Frenchman, on one side
912,000 bu.
1preceded him to the happy beyond but.
3
UNIVERSAL W EEKLY
J
Mrs. Charles D. Kelley who has been there are still many left in Houlton to the chairman, Mrs. C. P. Barnes there is the big gate into the city of
gj
BURTON HOLMES TR A VEL
Verdun and on the other side is a pic
at ike Madigan Hospital for two weeks who remember him as a good friend not later than Friday of this week.
ture of Jean d’ Arc with the inscrip
-suffering from an attack of Influenza and kindly advisor.
----- .It >ix
Ji
tion; “ On ne passe pas” (They shall
to improving.
------ JOIN------not pass) it is the size of a half dollar
Friends of J. Dal Luther will be sorTUESDAY
RED CROSS HELPS
and is made of bronze.
i j to learn that he has been obliged
LOST
AND
FOUND
ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS While up on the Ghemin des Dames
to enter the Aroostook Hospital for
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in
{•
At 10 o’clock Thursday night the fire
another operation.
TO TH E PEOPLE OF AROOSTOOK last year we saw Orville Orcutt and
Mrs. Jessie W aterall and maid of bell was sounded to summon the fire
Robert Williams we could not talk to
C O U N T Y :—
“Heading South’’ jjg
Philadelphia arrived Saturday, accom- men to join a searching party v for a
Red Cross Christmas Seals are not them for we were on our way to the
pnnied by her daughter. Mrs. Jas. C. lost boy who proved to be Paul, the to be put on sale in December, as trenches, they were in one of the large
Madigan and son, with whom she will 7 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. formerly.
towns there cleaning up or something.
WEDNESDAY
Drinkwater, who had failed to come
epend the holidays
This year the National Red Gross 1At one of the towns we stopped in we
home
and
it
w-as
learned
that
he
had
Christian Science services held each
Association has decided to help the found out that Donald Putnam was in
•i
« ENID B E N N E TT m
Snnday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, Dec. not been seen since 4 o’clock.
tuberculosis work by giving to the the next town but we could not get
a
12nd, 8ubject: “Is The Universe. In
After the crowd had assembled at Anti-Tuberculosis Assocation a cer over to see him. Maurice Buzzell went
7
The Vampire”>1 2t,
cluding Man, Bnvolved by Atomic the engine house and a program ar tain per cent of the money obtained over on his motorcycle.
Up on this
Force?” All are welcome.
ranged for a systematic search it was from its new membership.
front some of the Houlton boys saw
Sergl. Riddel who was a member of suggested that he might be at the
In other words, when between De and were talking with John Johnston
THURSDAY
the Princess Pat regt will speak at home of a boy friend who lives on the cember 16th and 23d you are asked he is in some artillery regiment.
the Bijou and Dream Theatres this Foxcroft road about 3 miles down, a to pay one dollar to renew your mem
Houlton will be some changed when
Tuesday evening, on the need of a neighbor who has phone connections bership in the Red Cross, part of we get back, with its new Masonic
JACK PICKFORD in
membership in the Red Cross.
was called and he kindly volunteered that dollar will come back to help Block and new Garage. I suppose the
Dr. Ebbett has located his offices to go out and see if the boy was there our tuberculosis patients in Aroos next addition will be electric cars. It
•j
“ His Majesty Bunker Bean” £
on the 3rd floor in the Mansur Block, and within a few minutes he returned took county, provided we can show won’t make any difference how much
j
la
and Is very pleasantly situated. Those and reported the boy safe and sound that people interested in anti-tuber she has changed it will be the same
desiring to see him should take the not realizing that he had caused his culosis work have helped to obtain a place to us.
FRIDAY
elevator in the W ater street entrance. parents any uneasiness.
good percentage of the new member
After 1 read your menu for dinner
W ord has been received here of the
ships.
------ jo ix ------2 ELSIE FERGUSON in
sate arrival in New York of Chester
Our epideifiic of influenza is hard there was nothing else to do but sit '
down
and
think
what
kind
of
animals
l
Perry and Wm. O. Buzzell who have
%
“The Song of Songs” S
ly a thing of the past, yet its effects
DREAM THEATRE
been over seas with an aviation corps
upon those who have a tendency to steak, cucumbers, string beans and
In addition to seeing Elsie Ferguson ward diseases of the lungs is also pumpkin-pie were as it has been so
and It Is expected that they will soon
in an emotional part in which she is here.
return to Houlton.
SATURDAY
Yesterday came two letters. long since we heard those words that
The assignment of Justices for the said to excel anything heretofore done One from a northern town read: “ Mv it don’t seem as though there were
S. J. Court in Aroostook are as fol by her on stage or screen, those who little girl has been awful sick with such things, but, there are better and
MACK S E N N E TT COMEDY
lows:
First Tuesday of February, see the Artcraft picture, “ The Song of influenza. It’s left her bad.
The longer days coming.
Justice Deasy ; third Tuesday of April, Songs,” will behold the noted beauty doctor says she ought to go to a sana
U. S. WAR REVIEW
U
Clarence
has
got
a
new
job
now
driv
Chief Justice Cornish; first Tuesday and star attired in a score or more of torium right away. Please come and ing the General’s car he is some boy
UNIVERSAL WEEK „Y jg
of September, Justice Wilson; third magnificent gowns.
tell us about how she can get there." now all dolled up and no place to go
Tuesday of November, Justice Han
Miss Ferguson has the reputation
BRAY CARTOON 5
The money from the sale of Red (except to the front) Joe Gillin is drivof being one of the best dressed wom Cross stamps has helped just such
son.
Lt. Sutherlin of the U. S. Signal en in New York, and in “ The Song of people each year to go to the sana
Corps who came to Houlton the first Songs,” which is being showm at the torium; has paid railroad fare and
of November to establish the Radio Dream Theatre. Friday, opportunity bought clothing to help them remain
station for the W ar. D e p t, left Thurs is afforded to display her wardrobe as there. If we are not to have the
day on his return to Washington, much the wife of the rich ex-Senator Cal stamps to sell, is it not necessary j
la his regret as well as that of the kins, moving in the fast set of the that we have a large Red Cross mem-!
friends he has made during his stay great metropolis.
bership from the county in order that !
in Houlton.
Among the apparel worn by Miss a good amount of money may come j
Miss Mary Donworth, daughter of Ferguson in this photoplay are after back to help our tuberculosis people?'
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Donworth, of Seat noon frocks, street and house dresses,
Mrs. Sidney Graves of Presque Isle |
tle. who is attending school in Prov negligees, evening gowns, afternoon has been
appointed to co-operate I
idence, R. I. is in towkn to spend the and evening outer wraps and furs, with the Red Cross in securing work- {
holidays with Mr. and Mrs. T. V. opera cloaks and outdoor clothes. Miss ers in each town to help in the mem
Doherty. She was met in Boston by Ferguson also wears many of her bership drive in order that the AntiINVESTMENTS FOR THE
Mrs. Donworth who returned with her jewels, including a priceless string of Tuberculosis Association may do its
and will continue her visit until after pearls.
part in the campaign.
READJUSTMENT PERIOD
the holidays.
There will be many new cases of
From the sun-beaten desert of Ari
Houlton horse lovers will be inter
tuberculosis
in
the
county
this
year,
t i c pr. 'StMit •■ i h i . 'I kv I reaclested to know that Hanson and De zona to the snow-tipped mountains at largely on account of the influenza
D GU1XG
just nii'ti t o f the w o i h l N i n d u s t r y
Witt of Presque Isle have accepted Truckee, Cal., is the contrast in the epidemic.
i u k I c o m m e r c e f r o m ;i w a r to a pe a c e
the challenge of Pope McKinnon of scenery offered by Douglas Fairbanks
basis. it behoovt s the i n v e s t o r to
Will you not see that we give a
pl ace his f unds in s e c ur i t i e s that
Bangor who owns “Dusty Dan” 2.09Vi in his new Artcraft pictuse, “ Headin’ good membership to tin* wonderful
ag ai ns t
■umrurly
! mh v a r k e d
for a race between his horse and Roy South,” a rip-roaring tale of Mexican Red Cross organization, in order that
eondi t i ms.
sl i i f tal McKinney 2.11 *4- The latter horse raiders, which will be the attraction the Red Cross may in turn help us
ia 11 be pl eased to f ur ni s h a
The
We
to the one that was brought to Pres at the Dream Theatre today.
list
of
such
securi t i es,
•ted
to care for our sick people?
que Isle by W alter Cox, from New snowr scenes are particularly effective
bonds
HI ■lude G o v e r n m e n t
Very sincerely.
after
the
audience
is
shown
a
broad
up
to
i
d.V
;
muni
ci pal s,
Hampshire and was bought by the
ding
tiln i d s . 7 ' ' :
indust rials.
swreep
of
the
Mexican
border,
the
EDITH
F.
KNIGHT,
above named parties after the race
desert lands of our country.
Visiting Nurse Aroostook
last winter.
A U fi >r < ' i r e u i a r T i i -1 !•'>
Anli-Tub'-rculosis Association
Those who believe in “ seeing Amer
Secretary of State Frank W. Ball
,i ( •inhas contracted for automobile plates, ica first” w ill be more than satisfied
THE NATIONAL CITY
which will bo maroon background with with the scenery that makes "Headin’
white figures, for the coming year and South” the most distinctive film of th" l e t t e r s FROM OVER THERE
COMPANY
they are on their way from St. Louis. season. Considerable expense was at
Correspondent Offices in .'!! Oitie:
One
of
the
most
interesting
and
deThe number and class of plates to be tached to transporting over two hun
B o s to n — 10 S t a t e S t r e e t
furnished will be as follows: Pleasure dred cowboys and Mexicans to the var seriptive letters of all those published
Telephone- ooft<• Fort Hill
ious
locations,
but
trie
results
attain
vehicle registration plates. 45.000 sets
by the TIMES from the boys "Over
of two each; commercial vehicle re ed more than justified the expenditure. there” is the following from Jack lott.
gistration plates, 4.000 sets of two
With Fairbanks in his story of two
each; automobile dealers' registration borders, Mexican and Canadian, ap
plates, 5,000 sets of five pairs each; pear prominently Catherine McDonald,
motor
cycle
dealers’
registration a recent discovery in films, and Frank
plates. 50 sets of three each; zone jCampeau. As the mysterious rider of
tags, 100; special plates, 10 sets o ' the desert, Fairbanks personifies thriltwo each.
) ling romance, and rescues the girl in
;an unusual, acrobatic manner.
JOIN ----1 Art Rosson directed “ Headin’ South”
from the story by Allan Dwan. The
Next meeting, December 23, at Wat latter is chief director of the Fair
son Hall. 2.30 P. M.
banks organization and staged “ A
Camp Fire Girls Day;
Modern Musketeer,” which was select
In charge of Mrs. Annie Barnes, ed recently to open the Rivoli Theatre
guardian of Aroostook Campfires.
in New York City, said to be the most
attractive picture house in the coun
--------- J O I N ---------try.
In writing “ His Majesty Bunker
Houlton friends were deeply grieved Bean” which first appeared in serial
to learn Sunday, of the death of Mrs. form in the Saturday Evening Post,
Jennie Cary which occurred at the Harry Leon Wilson produced one of
homo of Mrs. Henry Smith, Powers the breeziest, most laughable stories
Ave. with whom she had lived for the of the times and it is safe to say that
past two years.
the Paramount screen version, writ
Mrs. Cary has been In failing health ten by Julia Crawford Ivers and direct
for some time having suffered a paraly ed by William D. Taylor, starring
tic shock about a year ago which left Jack Pickford, loses nothing in the
her in a condition that made it hard transmission. Louise Huff has been
for her to get about
chosen as the leading lady and an ex
During all of her residence here she cellent cast including Edythe Chap
has enjoyed a large acquaintance, pos man, Hart Hoxle, Jack McDonald,
sessing a lovable personality, she Gustav Seyffertitz and others Is em
made friends and retained them ployed. As will be remembered, the
Your battery cranks your engine, We will demonstrate to your satisfac
throughout her life. She was a most story deals with the adventures of
excellent friend and companion, and Bunker, the stenographer who be operates your lights and horn and tion any statement we make regard
her services were always cheerfully lieves himself to be the reincarnated
energizes your ignition system care ing your battery. It doesn’t matter
given In case of sickness among her form of Rameses the Great, and pos
friends, her many benevolences were sesses the many of his former self to will prolong and neglect will shorten what car you own- what make, type
well also known and appreciated.
confirm the belief. When his puppy, its life. Most “ battery trouble" is due or capacity battery, we have repairs
Mrs. Cary was born in Woodstock, Napoleon, who is of an inquisitive to abuse. Who is caring for your bat for them all. Our building is devoted
N. B. Nov. 15, 1850 and removed to turn of mind, however, decides to in
ter? We have the latest and most up- to battery business exclusive, no Gas
Houlton with her parents when only vestigate
said mummy,
Bunker's
6 years of age where she has since dream collapses. He comes to real to-date Instruments for any kind of a Tanks, Gas Pfiigines, Vuleanizers or
resided.
ize at last though, the Bible saying test. Our experts have had twenty
She is survived by two brothers, “ as a man thinketh, so is he,” and years of all kinds of Electrical Test machine shops in the building, your
oulton
e
Robt. D. of Bangor,
hael M., Clerk again becomes the forceful character
ing and under all kinds of conditions. bat ter v insured when with us.
of Courts of this town, and one sister, he had been. There is a laugh in eve
Lydia B. Gray of this town.
ry scene and we wish to register our
Funeral services were held from her prophecy that “ His Majesty Bunker
late home Tuesday afternoon conduct Bean” will prove one of the be3t of
ed by Rev. T. P. Williams, burial being young Pickford’s photoplays showing
made in Evergreen Cemetery.
at the Dream Thursday.
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N o better present than a pair
of new shoes

HOULTON WOMAN’S CLUB
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Who is caring
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Com fy Slippers are always
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.TAG® SIX

from the ignorant multitude. It is a I “ In the Far West we have been or other had failed to file question- TURKS SURRENDER
dreadnough Volga and six destroyers.
delusion and a trap and has behind it very actively engaged in the getting naire.s or toappear
for physical exT H F IR W I I H I V N A V V
“ Four German submarines have been
only empty results. It is not even tvu- out of spruce for airplane work and in lamination were investigated.
1I1C.1A TTflULC, N A V I
taken over, three of which will be sent
ly socialistic, but conferring no benefit : the building of wooden ships (alsoj Great stress was laid on the suffiT1^e enti,e Turkish fleet is now
in
No Reconstruction Plan Suggested
to Ismid (on the sea of Marmoro, r,6
The contracts cjency of normal civil processes “and 1 e ands
of theallies The warships
The responsibility which the Pres upon the people, settles rewards only ! many steel ships).
miles southeast of Constantinople.; ’
j
tl
surrendering were interned in
ident lias assumed in undertaking the on political grafters in high and low j which were held were unconditional; the needlessness of attempting to in--------RAVE --------• '
'i yoke the use of military tribunals
- in
- th« Golden Horn at Constantinople.
land
without
cancellation
provision
trip abroad has evidently weighed i places,
Confirmation
in the Ranks
The
former
German
cruiser
Goeben
That the President has the courage ! whatever. Four weeks before the ar- this country."
heavily upon him, and his message de
was among the surrendered vessels.
After
church
parade
the padre said
Krered before hisdeparture does riot boldly to sweep aside this empty poli- mistice was signed, our representatives
“ Systematic disloyal propaganda beI
wish
to
speak
to
those
of you who
contain anycarefully thought outGov- tical device for attracting followers, j were told in Washington that the ^,ov"
rame a failure during the first year of
The official announcement reads;
have not been confirmed.
Will the
eminent plan for the great undertak- shows inclination for broader action , eminent would require the boats. t
\Vai- -' pe said. "It may be fairly
"All the Turkish warships have surl » f of readjustment inindustrial
con- in the future and indications that the ^whether peace were declared or not said that prior to July 1, 191S, the ef- rendered to the allies and are now in men divide themselves into two par
dltlons from war to peace, which the lessons of the November elections have j Notwithstanding, all contracts haw fort of German sympathizers in the terned in tho Golden Horn. The Goeben ties, please'.' Those who ’nave, fail
|been cancelled, both for spruce and for
been honestly learned
country is now launched upon.
field of disloyal propaganda had al re-named hv the Turks the FuRur. Ya- , out on the right, and those who ha
'ships; and, furthermore, we are for- most completely failed."
Possibly, however, the President
wez Selim' also surrendered and R not on the left .”
The Fourteen Articles
bidden to build ships for foreign ac
feels that business can best take care
The
department
has
been
hampered
1
1<IU -ying at Stenia (on the BosphorThe President goes abroad to ex count, though we have a number of
. Most fell out on the right.
of Itself without Government entangle
in
suppressing
propaganda,
said
the
usj
plain the meaning ot the fourten Ait- firais jn France and Norway who would
In the shuffle this remark \*
ments. In the early years of his first
"The Russian men of war in the
ides as he understands them. This contract for ships at one;' if allowed attorney general. by “ self-appointed
administration, the years of enthus
committees of citizens, who have RIaek sea fleet which were manned by heard. You been confirmed Bill?
is probably expedient, because the A l to do so.
iasm to put the harness upon the
"Bet yer life. Got the marks on i n
sought
extra-legal measures of inti- the Germans have now been handed
lies may not understand them at all
"A word from you in your ‘Review1
world of business, results were not sat
midation
and
punishment."
Another
over
to
the
allies.
They
consist
of
the
arm
yet “
a;- he does, and in fact, it is not easy or by letter would be appreciated in
isfactory; business was not helped, but
hampering
influence
was
the
dis
to find a unanimous opinion anywhere explanation of how an unconditional
hurt. He feels now that any leading
*
,
T
. ., ,
. . . concerning them. It is probably be contract can lie cancelled without no semination of unfounded reports relat
strings which Government might wish
. , .
..
,,
cause of their ambiguity that the Get tice; and why. when we are anxious ing to use of poison gas by enemy
to put upon business would become
mans reached out for them in holies to employ labor and keep our indus agents, ground gass in food, and dam
hopelessly entangled, because business
that some parley could be arranged by tries going, we should not be allowed (age lo Red Cross supplies.
would pay no attention to them and
which tin1 German mind, which has to build for foreign account."
G u i l t A l w a y s Pe r s o n a l
go its own way. He, however, offers
demonstrated its crookedness in count
It is in .just SUl ■h situaticUis ;as this
Referring to difficulties with mem
to do all that legislative and executive
less ways, could twist these points, or that ;i coni]arehensfive plan ;Uld uni tied bers of the I. \Y. \Y.. "pseiido-Socialservants can to smooth out the pro
some of them, to its own advantage.
directing p<ever is neeessar.1 to wi st'ly ists," and similar bodies, the attorney
cess of change from war to peace. “I
Fortunately.
the correspondence steer the' great machine from one general said:
have heard," he says, "much counsel
M to the plans that should Is- formed " llh Cermony whirl, ram- danK, ro„s- eoursi■> to ;mother entirely diff ere lit.
“ It has been the policy of this de
ly near materializing in a parley, was
It :is all right for Govt' mm eilt to partment that no person should he
WE GREET YOU WITH
consummation. But from no quarter shunted off. The whole matter of an gradu a 11y g;ive up eont rol. but its re- prosecuted or interned solely by rea
armistice was referred to the greatest spoils itiilit it>s and i’ s contr act obliguA MERRY CHRISTMAS
have I seen any general scheme of n
son of his membership in any such or
lit* abaiKlone d too ganization. that guilt is always per
in stru c tio n ’ emerge whic h I thought ! '"Hilary commander of all time, d e a  t ion s must not
We extend most hen wily to v;»u the
lt likely v e could tore., our spirited j
Co< h defined unconditional stir- quick!ly, or we iliay have a sm; ish -up.
compliments ol the season and
sonal. and that under no circumstan
J. S. BAG HE A- GO.
business men and self-reliant laborers render as the only possible terms, and
greet you with a .Worry Christmas.
ces should any organization or body of
to accept with due pliancy and obed German militarism is today disarmed
and awaiting its sentence.
men lie prosecuted as such."

BUSINESS CONDITIONS

AS THEY ARE

ience.”

Praise of Business Patriotism

At the conference, any different
translation which the President may
have in mind, will be ironed out to
soundly accord with the judgment and
opinions of the Allies, who are the
ones who suffered and bled through
the years, “ hilo we had just begun.
This makes the Allies eminently en
titled to say what peace terms shall be
made, whereas our own interest is on
ly to help suggest such provisions as
shall make it impossible for Germany
or any other vandal nation ever again
to run amuck on the civilized globe. It
is perhaps fortunate, or at least ex
pedient, that the President did not, in
his message to Congress this week, en
deavor to explain the views he now
holds as to the Fourteen Articles, as
that would have made harder any
change in their interpretation which
might result at the conference, in a
friendly face-to-face discussion with
the great thinkers of Europe, who will
represent the Allies' point of view on
these important matters.

GREGORY TELLS S
ANTI-SPY WORK

Less than one per cent, of the enemy
aliens arrested on suspicion and later

' The President does, however, define
The story of how enemy agents have
a policy with regard to the railroads
bet'll caught, disloyalty suppressed, paroled have again fallen under sus
and indicates undoubtedly the only
draft slackers apprehended, danger picion.
sane direction which action could take.
ous Germans interned, explosions and
other sabotage prevented and enemy
This is, indeed, the sanest expression
on business matters which we remem
secrets ferreted out for use against
ber the President to have made, and
their armies abroad was given to the
it is encouraging development that
public in Atty-Gen. Gregory’s annual
the association of the Adminstration
report.
with able and devoted business lead
Referring to enforcement of the es
should be car efully guarded against
A
ers at Washington during the strenu
pionage act, Mr. Gregory said:
mild spray and garg le mixture of w ater
and
ous months of war effort, has undoubt
“ This department throughout the
edly produced a much more enlighten
war has proceeded upon the general
JOHNSON’S
ed conception of tne aims and accom
principle that constitutional right of
A X O flY N
plishments of business men. “It has
free speech, free assembly and peti
LINIMENT
been,” the President says fn the mes
tion exist in war time as in peace time
for tno n o sc and throat with an orcassage, “an inspiring thing to be here in
and r ig h t o f d i s c u s s io n o f g o v e r n m e n - ional dose taken i n t e r n a l l y m a y s a f e 
guard
m ser ous results and halt
the midst of fine men who had turned
tal policy and of political agitation are the evilyouin fro
its first s t a g e .
T h i s famous
aside from every private interest of
most fundamental rights in a democ old physician's prescription i s an
their own and devoted the whole of
racy.
ENEMY TO GERMS
their trained capacity to the tasks that
Achievement of the People
j
supplied the sinews of the whole un
“ One of the distinct achievements of I gy
dertaking. The patriotism, the unsel
the American people,” he said, “ h a s j—,
fishness. the thoroughgoing devotion
been ‘ he maintenance of order, the j
and distinguished capacity that mark
comparative failure of enemy aetivi- ;
A
To Make Future Wars Impossible
ed their toilsome labors day after day.
h
ties and, speaking broadly, the gener- j
reliable
But the conference involves more
month after month, have made them
•q-~
al self-cont.ro; and self restraint ex- j
Ccld
lit mates and comrades of the men in than ironing out the Fourteen Articles.
hibited throughout the country in cril-j
In comparison with other subjects, the
the trenches and on the sea."
tablet.
ical situations."
j
Railroads the Most Important Problem terms under which peace will be
The
attorney-general
disclosed
that
j
The President has, above all, touch- granted may not be difficult to arrive
ed upon and treated wisely the most j at. The Allies are practically unani only ♦)()(((• enemy aliens have been arimportant matter before the Nation
mous on these and the people of the rested on presidential warrants and ex- ;
i
the question of what to do with the United States are in accord with the amined with a view to interment.
Up to last July 1 department of jus- j
railroads. In his recommendations on Allies. Settlement of what shall be
this subject, he clearly pierces the the after-war international provisions tiee investigators had rounded up 2?.,- 1
bubble of Government ownership, not to make future wars impossible, will 429 young men who sought to escape
only as it might apply to the railroads, constitute the most complex problem the draft and had caused their indue- .
.eo r,r?ip
but in all other directions, and thus of the conference. Solutions may in tion into the service. More than 220,- |
does a great service in sane leadership volve federation or trusteeship of the 000 cases of men who for some reason i « of the country.
His endeavor is to sea-power and the land-power of the
find noj only what shall be done with nations.
The United States must
the railroads in the interest of the necessarily take a responsible part in STANDERS, WALKERS,
public, but also in fairness to their such combinations.
To arrange the
W o r l d H a s N e v e r K n o w n Its E q u a l
owners, and in fact, more than once delicate agreements of an organization
“ W hat will get rid of my corns “ T h e
he refers to the necessity for protect of this tremendous importance by ex, answ er has been made by millions—
ing the security holders- a matter ig change of cables, would be nearly im- I there's only one corn r em ov e r that you
TT
*
, 'c a n bank on, th a t’ s absolutely certain,
nored by the Interstate Commerce possible „ , and, the United
states must ( tli;tt makes any corn on earth peei right
Commission in all the long years of its necessarily be represented in their dis-joff ,ike il banana skin— and that's m agic
misrule.
cussion by ability and authority of the
The President strongly opposes the highest.
I
release of the roads to the old condi
Dropping the Reins Too Quickly
tions of private management, unres
These observations were made be 1
tricted
competition, and multiform
fore the recent decision to abolish the I
regulation by both State and Federal
Washington j
authorities. He favors the intermed War Industries Board.
has
become
so
impressed
with
the ab- !
iate course of modified private control
ility
of
business
that
it
is
perhaps
under unified public regulation, and as
far as possible, unification of adminis leaning over to the other side of the ,
tration, with the law altered, so that. ! «>osition whi( h u ns,,fl to ho,fl
wasteful competition is avoided, as it the war that business needed constant
This
now avoided under Government con legislation to keep it straight.
abandonment
of
business
to
itself
may
trol. In this way the responsibility of
wages would be cared for bv tIv' pow go too far. The position is somewhat
Corn-Pain Is Eased- the Corn Is Doomed !
er to regulate rates, so that security like that of the railroads taken over

ilten Trust Co.
Ho u It o n ,Maine

Influenza!

Houlton Savings
HOULTON, MAiHE

j

A s usual this store will
be recognized as

J

m

holders would have a ju t return
The President calls upon Congress
to give immediate study to the ques
tion— and study, without bias or pre
judice. He rightly regards solution of
the problem as perhaps the most im
portant before the country. Whatever
plan is adopted, the protection of the
railroad security holder must be ab
solutely safeguarded. The miserable
history of railroad transportation be
fore the war (not its physical opera
tion, because after all and with the in
tolerable
and paralyzing restraint
growing yearly out of insufficient cred
it, American railroads became the
most efficient in the world), was due
to the utter disregard, on the part of
the Interstate Commerce Commission,
of the rights of security holders and
its blindness to the imperative need
of railroad credit.
It was this that wrecked the roads
or headed them toward bankruptcy,
and made it necessary for the Govern
ment to take them over in the war
emergency.
It is this that in any plan that is
adopted must be made the cornerstone
of the rebuilding. Capital invested in
the railroads must be guaranteed to
furnish ample for upkeep.
While the President does not act
ually oppose Government ownership,
he abandons it as no more to be
thought of than the alternative course
of dropping the roads back to their for
mer misery. This would be all the
more disconcerting to the advocates of
Government ownership, because the

Administration was expected to en
dorse it.
The President thus has boldv pierceed the camouflage of Government own
ership— that cheap decoration with
which demagogic politicians and edi
tors plaster up their band wagons and
seek to gain attention and applause

bodily by the Government, and it “ G - ’t s - I t " .
Tight
slmes
and
dancing
would lie extremely dangerous now to e v e n w h e n y o u h a v e a c o r n n e e d n u t d i s turti \uu
if yon apply a few d r"p W
You
shunt them suddenly bark to old con ’ <I e ! s - 11 o n t h e n i l ' l l i n c a l l u s .
■or
ditions. This, in a way. is the cast*
n' t h a v e
I'MM Wli i1 <’>■1’r1 veil
■in r i g h t
w it h ; i air f i c y ”
>y
with all business where the Govern
using
’<,et .■«- 11''
Hutting makes corns
inent has taken full or partial control.
. u v e s o r i n a n e a h m u l e ol y o u r t o e w i t h
The letting-down process should be stape
o r bandages?
W h y p u t t e r and , - t d)
assisted and alleviated bv every means have tin- ’orn?
t\se " d c is - ir vent, . ,
, ,
*
c o r n - p a i n is o v e r , t h e c o r n is a “ g o, n r "
which governmental power can avail s u r e a s t i n - s u n r i s e s .

Of

(

\
i
|

Cbristmas

Shopping Headquarters

“ G e t s - I f . t h e g u a r a n i ee<l. n r me ? - b a c k
corn re m ove r, the o n'y sure way, costs

In regard to this we have received
a letter from the president of a great
i__,
,
,,
,,
...
,
,
bank in th Pacific StMes. w h o says:

ilt a,1-v

In every department we are

^ 7X bv

K. L a w r e n c e
C o , , t ’ h w a g o , 111.
Sold m
H o u l t o n a n d r e c o m m e n d e d as t h e w o r l d ’ s
h o s t c o r n r e m o v e r b v <> I’” F L L . X t ’ H iX
S o n , Leighton
F-chy.

ready lor the Holiday Season.

M OST
DANGEROUS

stocked

the
for

many

tilings

Christmas

that

never fail to please will be found
Useful

TH E

Among

D IS E A S E

No organii of th« human body are so t ‘ let
■LI
. >A L 1i u«, : .cm Ol \
important to health and long life as the C a p s u l e s at once. T h e y a r e an old. f r i e d j
kidneys. W h en they slow up and com
mence to lag in their duties, look out! p r e p a r a t i o n u.u.q ;; , V(M- t)ie world for
Find out w h at the trouble is— without c e n t u r i e s , "i iie\ c mr . a i n c o y o l i l - f a s h - j
deday. W h e n e v e r you feel nervous, i oned, s o e O . o m oil-- , , . , n ! d n e d w i t h I
weak, dizzy, suffer from sleeplessness, s t r e n g t h - g i v i n g and s> c m - c l e a u s i n g 1
or have pains in the back— wake up her bs, w e l l k n o w n and used !>\ i 1 ysi - j
1»I -11
at once. Your kidneys need help. These e l ans in wieur i:;d;y p r a c t i c e
axe signs to war n you that your k i d  M K l ' A L H a a r l e m <n! O a p s u ' e s a ’ c im
neys are not performing their func ■p o r t e d d i r e c t f r o m 1h«- l n P o i a t o i i.-s in I
tions properly.
They are only half I f o l l a n d . T i n v ait- t-cnv, p i r n t tn t ake . [
doing their w o rk and are a l l o w i n g i m  and V. ill ci! Pei y i Ve i . 1 >..pt r e l i e f or i
purities to accumulate and he c o n v e r t  y o u r i m. ne y w i ’ i Pe r e f u n d e d . A s k f o r !
ed into uric acid and other p o i s o n s , t h e m at a n y d r u g stor-’-. l.i.t he sure to |
which are causing you d istress and will g e t
1 :.e
ni l v il.a !
I mp o r t od
<P. P .1
destroy yt>u unless they are driven M k P A l , b r and.
Ac c e p t n.> ■■ulist 1 1n 1■ i
III sealer! p.o k a g —
’ T h r e e sizes.
from your system.

gifts

will

he appre

Ladies' Gloves, Veilings. Corsets.

ciated more than ever this year,

Cur Sets and odd

and we have taken special pains

Knitted Sweaters and

to select a big stock of such
articles.

Sets both for women and child
ren. Rath Robes. Christmas
Handkerchiefs-

Hesdes our complete showing
of

Ladies’ and

Misses’ Goats

Suits and Dresses,
spDndid

Fur

Pieces
Knitted

some come yt

Fancy Holiday Boxes. Novelty
Neckwear. Ribbons, etc.

we have a

assortment

of

t li e

In fact yon can surely find at

smaller useful articles so e s s e n 

this store just what yon desire

tial to tin1 wel l dressed woman.

for a Christmas

(lift.

A N SW E R S T H E F IR S T A LA RM
AN OLD
FAMILY

DOCTOR’S

FAVORITE
PRESCRIPTION
Liberal Bottles.

Prompt Use of t h e S t a n d a r d

Remedy

Berman s Cloak Store

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Will check p sudden thill, cough or
cold and often prevent more serious
results. Keep it. in the house. T H L
BEST FM FRCFNCY RF.\! KDV.

Non-Alcoholic All Drug and General Stores

Formerly T h e
%
t * , .N

F a s h io n

Main Street, Houlton
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Rich Must Share Food

CLAD YANKEES
ARC IN TREVES

Breathing the atmosphere
here
abouts, one feels that the rich are
going to share whether they will or
p
By Edwin L. James
The revolutionary authorities
The American army of occupation not.
baa adopted a policy of the greatest have an extraordinarily firm and with
moderation toward the population of al dignified grip on the situation, and
those authorities are not controlled by
Rhenish Prussia.
Oar policy, which was more or less Berlin or by the upper classes.
Indeed, the German revolution seems
in the making when we crossed the
German border on Sunday, has become to have been surprisingly well done.
established in three days during which . American occupation is intelligently,
tbt Germans have given no trouble, I jf sullenly, accepted everywhere. As
receiving us everywhere with sullen j a \oc&\ dignitary expressed it to m e:
docility, but docility nevertheless.
| “Now that you are here, we are going
Normal Conditions Prevail
to make the best of it.”
In his first proclamation Gen. Persh- j when I remarked that it did not aping told the Germans that we were not ( pear that the population needed to be
war upon civilians and that so 8Uuen, he replied:
they would be disturbed as little as
“ Well, you don’t expect us to shout
possible so long as they did not dis- about it, do you?”
turb us. And so life hereabouts goes
All in all, the German people in our
oa perhaps more nearly normal than sector seem to be on their good be
when the German army was passing havior. They are now getting a square

be transmitted for the consideration
of Congress.”
The modesty and gallantry of the In
dividual American soldier in France,
"is a matter of pride to all Americans,”
Gen. March declared, adding: “Gen.
Pershing and his command have earn
ed the thanks of the American peo
ple.”
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now passing through is required to
D lscrim inating
awaken men to their opportunities
Two political candidates were dis
and duties. Without doing injustice
to anyone, Maine may yet become a cussing the coming local election.
“ What did the aud’ence say when
great agricultural State, sending her
Farm products would be produced in surplus products beyond her borders you told them you never paid a dol
greater abundance, and Maine would to feed the rest of New England.
lar for a vote?” queried one.
be on the road to become self-sus
The farm and the home are the
“ A few cheered, but one majority
taining in its food supplies.
Taxa
surest
foundation
of
a
state’s
prosseemed to lose interest,” returned the
ble values would be increased and
above all, the State would show its perity.
other.
appreciation of the loyalty and cour
age of its sons who went to war to
protect the homes and villages of those
left behind.
be adequately paid for all land acquir
ed from them by the State. By doing
this the State of Maine would make a
wise Investment which would promote
the building of homes and villages.

The chief of staff also commends
the work of Gen. Bliss at Versailles,
which, he says, was of the highest
value to the department.
Appended to the report is a terse
chronology of the operations of the
American army in France and a dayIn April, 1917, the State Legislature
J
to-day sketch of the campaign begin appropriated one million dollars for
ning on April 2S, 1917, and ending Nov. war purposes. Not a voice was raised
11, 1918, when hostilites ceased.
in opposition. When the hill was pas
-------- S A V E
sed in the House, every man rose to
his feet and voted for it. There was
MAINE SOLDIERS
no cheering: the silence was impres
AND MAINE FARMS sive, and tin1 occasion was one long to
To Editor of the Lewiston Journal:
be remembered.
No member knew
The State of Maine must do its full
wheie
the
paths
of
war might lead.
deal from the Americans, and the Ger share in progressive reconstruction
through.
Peace has come sooner than anyone
In this city of 75,000 we have a gar man generally knows how to grasp an work says P. P. Baxter.
dared expect.
The State of Maine
rison of about 3500 troops, the general opportunity for self-welfare.
! The soldiers who have fought in
should
do
as
much
for peace as for
-----S A V E ---------headquarters stag of about 500, and a
France and who have been training
war.
A
second
million
dollars expend
few war correspondents.
They are MARCH PLANS ARMY REFORM
at home, will soon return. Some will
ed along the lines suggested, and un
feeding themselves and not occupying
The army program of 80 divisions find their former employment await
der proper care and supervision, would
much room.
in France by June 30, 1919, was em- ing them, others will he obliged to
be used to build up, and not jlestroy.
Based on Good Behavior
|barked on with complete confindence seek new positions. Some, no doubt, '
and would bring to Maine a rich re
One may say that of all the allied j that Germany could and would be de- will be dissatisfied to return to their turn.
a m le s occupying German territory j feated during 1919, If the project were former work and will wish to start ;
The timber lands of Maine are now
the American army of occupation has carried out, Gen. March, chief-of-staff, life anew. What a splendid thing it
largely controlled by a few corpora
the most lenient policy. But it must declares in his annual report to Sec .would be both for our State of Maine >
tions and individuals who own im
and for these men if they could be |
be understood, and the Germans are retary Baker.
mense areas.
These owners have
That conviction was based on a com given farms on which they could
being told, that this leniency is pre
made fortunes from these lands, and
dicated solely upon the good behavior parative study of the whole war situa bring up their families and lead use
their title to them is unquestioned.
1
of the population. No abuse of kind tion ordered by Gen.March immediate ful, healthful lives.
However, such portions of these lands
'Maine has over six million acres
ly after he assumed his duties as the
ness will be overlooked.
as are suitable for cultivation should
of farm lands. She has millions of
In Treves the shops are all open, the head of the army last March.
now be opened for settlement, and the
acres of timber lands, some of which I
Based on Complete Inform ation
restaurants are doing good business,
State itself holds the only key.
"After a study of the entire situa- are suitable for cultivation and which
street cars are running, newspapers
are being issued— in other words, there tion,” the report says, "including as should be used for farm purposes. | A great crisis, such as the world is
is no unnecessary interference with j accurate an estimate of the potential Maine can become a great farming
the ordinary life of the people.
'strength of our allies on the western State, and the timber lands, as far as
Those in a position to know tell me j front and of the probable German practicable, should be used for crops.
that the Germans are becoming less i strength as was possible, I came to The people in the northern section of
sullen. They stop Americans on the the concusion that the war might be our State cannot expand their farms. Into Peptiron,— The Combination of
street to say that they have relatives brought to an end in 1919, provided The timber land owners in many
Pepsin, Nux, Iron, Celery,
in the United States. In fact it seems |We were able to land in France by places have refused to sell any of their
I ’his is what makes Peptiron of
that an abnormally large proportion JJune 30 of that year 80 American div lands for farm purposes.
wonderful therapeutic value, ami so
In Aroostook county, the garden of successful after influenza, the grip
of the people of Treves have relatives isions of a strength of 3,360,000 men.
in the United States, and the number
"On July 18, 1918, I submitted to you Maine, many of the villages have ex and in blood and nerve troubles,
seem to be growing hourly
a formal memorandum, accompanied panded and grown far beyond their anemia, paleness, nervous weakness
by a study of methods by which the present size, if the timber land own- i and the exhausting worry and anx
Soldiers Pet C hildren
ers had been willing to release any iety over the world war.
The attitude of American soldier* ■>»''>
f obtained, the suppl es
I t is a real iron blood and nerve
considerable portion of their lands for
toward little children also is a factor Procured and an analyse of the shiptonic,
especially beneficial in the
1
cultivation and settlement.
la the situation. Whenever one sees P i™ "h lc h must be obtamed In order
weakness following the influenza and
There are about four million Amer grip, to worn-out, brain-fagged men,
• doughboy in the streets in an Idle
accomplish this very large mll.tary
ican
soldiers now under arms. About delicate 'women, school-tired girls,
moment, one sees a group of little j Program
This was accompanied by
children about him and many of -the an estimate of the cost of the propos- thirty thousand of these men went and to fast-growing boys, invalids
from Maine. I)o we want these sons and convalescents, the aged and in
ed program
doughboys talk German.
of
Maine to come hack and settle firm. It actually puts iron, a natural
“ In this study I recommended to
One cannot wonder that American
here or shall they be forced to seek strengthened into the blood, ana re
you
the
adoption,
as
the
American
profighting men feel less hardly toward
new homes in the South, the West, stores the wasted rod eoi pusch's.
German civilians than the fighting'gram of 80 divisions in France and 18
Your druggist knows its great meritin France or other foreign countries?
men of other countries may. for, des-jat home by June 30, 1919, based on a
Bring them back to .Maine! Let
pile military orders, personal feeling total strength of the American army
plays the largest role In such a situ-1 of 4,850,000. This was approved fix the State of Maine pass broad and
ation. The American men have not j you and by the President of the Uni- wise legislation whereby the fertile
lost 2,000,000 comrades, their homes ted States and adopted as our formal timber lands may be bought at fair
prices from their present owners.
have not been destroyed, they have not military program.
"To carry this program into effect Then let the State sell these lands
been embittered by more than four
to the returning soldiers. These lands
years of the struggle. They came to required the adoption by Congress of
should
be sold at low prices, on easy
Europe to defeat the German army. a change in the draft ages so as to in
terms
extending
over a period of ten
clude
men
between
the
ages
of
18
and
Now that that Is done, they are living
or twenty years, at low rates of in
up to the President’s words that they 45 years, and also created a deficiency
have no special grudge against the over the enormous appropriations al terest. No doubt many of the timber
ready made by Congress of some $7,- land owners will realize the great ad
German people.
vantages that would accrue to Maine
The situation In occupied territory 000 , 000 , 000 .
in the adoption of this policy and some
“ The presentation of the program to
is intensely interesting from a psycho
of them will be willing to cooperate
logical standpoint. One finds none of Congress, accompanied by the state
with the State in this undertaking.
the personal hatred of Americans that ment that this increase in the army if
Standard cold remedy for 20 years— in tablet
It should not lie forgotten that these
form— safe, aure, no opiate*—-breaks up a cold
one heard much about. One hears on laws were passed by Congress which
timber lands once belonged to the
in 24 hours— relieves grip in 3 day*. M oney
all sides expressions of gladness that would make it effective, would lead to
back If It fall*. T h e genuine box has a Red top
State, but their present owners should
with M r. H ill’* picture. A t All D rug Stores.
Americans instead of French, are oc success in 1919, produced prompt and
cupylng the region here. This is not favorable consideration by that body.

Deer Skins and Furs

We are headquarters
for highest Cash
Prices

Houlton Hide &
Wool Company

Buy Cigars now for
yourselF and

F rie n d s

IT PUTSTHE“PEP”

J

J

Look out for Span
ish Influenza.

At the first sign of
a cold take

CASCARAB? quinine

because the Germans hate the French
"Up to the signing of the armistice
but they fear that the French hate troops were being transported to
them. One hears at all times the France monthly in accordance with
stock expressions of hate for England. that program. The results speak for
Am ericans in Bitburg
Bspecially Interesting was the entry
of the 32d division into the zone just
north of Treves. Many men of this
division from Michigan and Wisconsin
speak German and from this region
many emigrants have gone to America.
In the town of Bitburg I found that
five of eight families questioned had
relatives in the United States. They
boasted of the fact that Detroit has a
Bitburg street and Capt. Charles Liederpruyn of the divisional intelligence
reached Bitburg to find his uncle may
or of the town.

Perhaps it was because the Ameri
cans had been there for 36 hours, but
when I visited Bitburg today it sretn
ed that the population was the most
friendly of any I had seen. Hundreds
asked the Americans why they had
come into the war, and in their con
versations 1 overheard Americans in

('very case tell them, to rid the world
ef Prussian militarism. This sound
ed not bad to people who themselves
now have about enough of it.
Food conditions continue to appear
far better than reported across the
line. The population needs flour, but
If the rich were made to divide with
the poor there would be no starvation
this winter.

themselves.”
Plan of A rm y Reorganization

The remainder of the report was de
voted to a presentation of the steps it
was found necessary to take to build
up an adequate general staff and the
,,1
1I1UU11, V111V111 that a complete plan
,___ of
...
announcement
j reorganization for the army including
the staff is being worked out.
” 1 have directed the divisions of the
general staff concerned to study and
submit for your consideration a plan
for the reorganization of our army,
which will take advantage of our ex
perience
in this war, which has
brought about many changes in organ
ization of all arms of the service and
has developed new arms not known
when the war started. The air service
the tank corps, the development of
heavy mobile artillery, tin* proper or
ganization of divisions, corps and
armies, till will he set forth in the
scheme which will be submitted to
vou witn the recommendation that it

A Tonic and
Health Builder
R e m o v e tlmt warnin g cough or cold
w i t h C a lc e r b s (th e c alc iu m ta b l e t ) .
T h e y g i v e s t r e n g t h to ■om hat illness.
f<0c boxes at d r u g g i s t s or fr o m
E C K M A N L A R O H A T O R Y , P h ila d e lp h ia
Manufacturer.^ of K ik man ’s Alterative.

Mo Ooe Was Ever Lost on a Straight Road
A careful study of this ad keeps you on a straight business road

W ood —Soft 16-in. per cord $10.00.
Hard 16-in.
cord $10.00, ( 4 -ft• lengths $ 1.50 less)
Coal — Nova Scotia, per ton $13.25

per

H A Y, delivered per cwt. $1
ST R A W delivered per cut. 75c
OATS, delivered per bu. $1 POTATOES delivered, bbl. $3.30
TURNIPS, delivered, per bbl. $ 1.75
R e a l Estate — We specialize in furnishing a list *to suit
each individual case. Notify us of your wants and we will
make a special list for your inspection free of charge.
Pleasure should follow business
Be happy by doing business
with

F
Main Str.

. J A C K I N S
Hamilton-Burnham Block
Telephone 1 9 ‘S-W, 2 6 1 - W

Houlton

A CHILD MUST GROW

Broadway Pharmacy
Main St.

F. O. Hanagan, Prop.

M r. A utom obile Owner
Do you realize tbat your Battery Is the most
delicate part of your car; requires the most
attention, and when neglected is one of the
big items of expense In automobile upkeep?
We w ill take your battery, store It and give
it the proper attention, at rates as reason
able as Is consistent with Intelligent service

Mr. Automobile Owner:
Do you know that thousands of dollars are
lost every year In Houlton alone by neglect
ing cuts, bruises and snn blisters on your
Tires? Bring them In this Fall and wd will
not only doctor them, bu’l enre them, and
save you a big expense on tire upkeep

A child

cannot choose its period of growth. Nature
attends to this with laws well-nigh inalterable. A
child o f retarded growth o r feeble vitality needs
and should have help to prom ote healthful growth*

Kidder & Shanks
Kendall Street

Telephone 330

$(0m EMULSION J

abundant in nourishing substances that prom ote {
g ro w th a n d strength, is invaluable in its *
help to a growing child. S c o tt’s h e lp s u
child over the weak places.
Scott’s helps a backward child develop naturally.
Scott &Bowuc, Bloomfield, N. i,
*8-10

M ore Money

Let us helj) you to bring - -

fro m

Each A cre

Good C h e e r

The whole world is demanding more food
—more potatoes. Use New England Animal
Fertilizers with Potash freely. They pro
duce the largest potato crops at the low est
cost with less farm labor.

Co me in a n d
look o v e r
our line

to your home this Christmas

M usic W ill D o It
We are showing a big line of
Pianos and Player Pianos for

The animal ingredients are MEAT, B LO O D
and BONE. Four percent water-soluble Potash
and high-grade chemicals are added. They
make the soil fertile and productive and leave
your soil fertile for the next crop.

the Christmas Trade, a n d a
complete line of Phonographs
including the Edison, Yictrola.
Sonora and Columbia.

High-grade Potash fertilizers are needed this
season especially for Aroostook potatoes. Buy
fertilizers that do their w ork well—remember
we guarantee the Potash used in the N ew Eng
land brand to be water-soluble. Recommended
by all New England E x p e rim e n t Stations.
Order now while we have a supply in stock.

Also a line of small Musical
Coods which would make suit
able gifts for your friends.

W rite T . L. M arshall, F o rt Fairfield, G en eral Salesm an.

NEW E N G L A N D F E R T I L I Z E R CO.
Boston

Branch Consolidated Rendering Co.

Mass.

N EW ENGLAND
Animal Fertilizers
innnut

Astle M usic C o m p a n y
W

73 Main St., Houlton
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SURROUNDING TOWNS

SPLENDID 1918 CROPS
ON OUR MAINE FARMS

Better Half, Better Votes

j

How It Happened

j

“ I told Henrietta that I was proud i Once a year the newsboys of a oerC. M. White of Portland, chief of to see her vote just like a man," said . tain district of London are taken for
I the bureau of seed improvement, con Mr. Meekton.
i an outing up the Thames by a gentle
nected with the State department of
man of the neighborhood, when they
"Did that please her?"
Serenade parties from Linneus and agriculture, in his annual report
Hodgdon spent Thursday and Friday which has been filed with the Govercan
bathe to their hearts’ content.
"No. The choice of phrase was un i
James Gardiner has removed his evening with Mr. and Mrs. Frank nor and Council, says that the scarc
ity of labor and fertilizer, with high
As one little boy was getting into
ftunlly into T. G. McConnell's house Bither.
fortunate. She said that if she could
There was no service in the M. E. price's for both, have added to the al
for the winter.
the
water a friend observed. "1 say.
ready difficult problems of the* Maine' n’t use better judgment than a man
Miss Mary Gardiner returned Sat Church last Sunday on account of Mrs. farmers, but true' to the American
urday from the Aroostook Hospital, Harry Marr’s sickness at her home in spirit of using difiicultie's as oppor there would have been no need of her Bill, ain’t yer d irty !”
Hodgdon.
to her home in this town.
“ Yes." replied Bill. "I missed th*'
Mrs. Jane Richardon returned to tunities to test ability, they have troubling about the vote in the first
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Webb of Lud her home in Haynesville last Sunday close'd the season of 191S with a
train larst vear."
low spent Sunday at the home of his after visiting with relatives here the whe'at production quadrupled, pota place."
sister, Mrs. George Carpenter.
toes increased 3.000.Odd bushels, corn
past month.
Laurel Thompson who is attending
The many friends of Mrs. Stephen 200,OOn bushels and an oat crop equal
school in Houlton, entered the Aroos Bubar are glad to know she is better to that of 1917.
took Hospital last week with an at Iat this time, having been very poorly
"The- importance of the* work of this
tack of influenza.
I the past 3 weeks.
burt'au in assisting efliciemt crop pro
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Shields and duction by searching out high yield
Miss Harriet Rugan closed a suc
cessful term of school here on Friday, 'daughter. Greta, moved into their new ing strains of see>d five from disease,
a program was successfully carried (home last week which they purchased |js rapidly being recognized by pro
out by the pupils, and a Christmas |of Mr. James Stewart.
jgresiw farmers," says .Mr. White in
tree arranged by the teacher was | Mrs. Harold Logie was appointed j his report.
(Secretary of Red Cross work, the for- i "The acreage inspected this year
much enjoyed by the little folks
|mer Secretary, Mrs. Fred Hazeltine I amounted to a37 acres of potatoes and
.m ix
j having moved to Boston. Mass.
; IN acres of oats, being 5S per ('('lit.
j The Sunday services at Linneus (more
than in 1917. From July 22 un
Corner
are
being
held
in
French's
The friends of Mr. Robert Header- I
til Sept. 9. four inspectors were con
son will be sorry to learn that he is II Hall us the work on the interior of stantlv employed in Aroostook county
very ill with the Influenza.
*Ithe church is not yet completed.
and as a result 20.3 m acres of potatoes
1 Parker 1). Byron, a Linneus boy who have passed the field requireinnts for
Miss Gladys London who has been j
enlisted from West Buxton and who blue tag see'd stock. In Central .Main*'
sick at the Aroostook Hospital is gain
has been in the Engineer Corps is re S9 acres of potatoes and 11 acres of
ing, her friends will be glad to hear.
ported wounded, degree undetermined
There are a great many of the child which his many friends will regret to grain have been passed according to
t!i(’ same requirements.
ren of this place quite ill at this writ hear.
"The work is now betrer system- j
ing and have had to close the schools
Mrs. Oliver McLean and 2 children,
again.
returned to their home in Waterville atized than ever before in ihe line of
The funeral service's of Mr. Edward last Thursday after a few weeks visit potato seed stock. That equally satis- i
Henderson were held in Union Church with relatives here, she was accom factory results can be obtained with I
other staple food crops is evident.!
here last Thursday, Rev. M. Thomp panied horn*' by her sister, Mrs. John
Practical requirements for high grade 1
son spoke from the words, “ Where are McLean.
Married on Wednesday evening Dec. seed corn and beans have been drawn I
our Fathers?"
ui) by this bureau with the approval J
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eagers went 4th at Linneus Parsonage by Rev. Mrs. (of the executive committee of thej
to Amity Sunday to attend the me Florence Carver, Mr. Frank Bither and .Maine S -t*(i Improvement Association I
morial services of her brother. Colie Miss Flora Adams. Mr. and Mrs. Bith and with a limited amount of strictly (
Tracy, who died Nov. 3, in France. The er have a host of friends here who ex high grade seed it is planned to begin
sermon was preached by Rev. Mr .Jen tend best wishes.
the production of the him* tag grade
jo in
kins of Houlton.
of corn, beans and wheat seed during
The people of this place were shock
the summer of 1919 along the lines of
LITTLETON
ed to learn of the death of Mr. Ed
field and sack inspection similar to
George Savoy and son are ill with that now used in the potato and oat
ward Henderson who died so sudden
ly at his home Wednesday evening, he influenza.
work.
Joel Tilley is suffering from Ery
had not been feeling very well through
"While most farmers realize the
sipelas
in
his
head.
the week but on retiring had an ill
value of improved seed, it is never
Charles Bruce who has been ill for theless true that many do not care to
turn and in five minutes had passed
away. The community extend their the past week with the grip is better. use sufficient care to produce a high
Charles B. Porter was confined to grade. On** farmer made the plain
sincere sympathy to Mrs. Henderson
the house several days last week by statement that wen* he sure of obtain
and family.
a severe cold.
---------- J O I N -----------ing a first ('lass grade of seed stock
Percy, son of Thomas Nicholson is for his general farm crops that he
ill with influenza, Morris, the older would prefer paying a premium of 50
G. W . Bull spent the week end at son, is much better.
cents per bushel rather than bother
M. E. Libby and Norris Smith made to keep up his own strains by the an
Presque Isle with frien Is.
Rev. and Mrs. Bradford returned a business trip to Crystal, Maine, on nual selection which is necessary
Friday, returning Saturday.
home from Bangor last Friday.
"This attitude of letting the other
Joseph Campbell was brought home fellow do it adds emphasis to the
Merft Lowrey returned home Friday
from the students Army Training from a lumber camp very ill with the need of getting still more growers en
prevailing epidemic.
Corps at Colby.
gaged in the production of certified
The Red Cross will meet next seeds of all kinds.
Orln L. Good returned from New
Surely the de
Thursday,
Dec.
19,
at
the
Grange
Hall,
port, R. I. Naval Training station on
mand ought to be met. The per acre
Saturday night, he is the first U. S. N. everybody welcome.
yield for Main*' of oats and potatoes
Ralph Crosby returned Friday from in 1917 was 29 and 135 bushels re
boy to return home.
the
U.
of
M.
having
been
honorably
John W . W alker who has been in
spectively, while certified fields aver
falling health for some weeks was discharged from the U. S. service.
aged 261 la bushels for potatoes and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bliss
left
Monday
for
taken to the Eastern Maine Hospital
upwards of 5<> bushels for oats this
Portland, to attend the session of the
at Bangor last week for treatment.
year.
_
Main
State
Grange.
They
expect
to
Sampson Gullifer died of pneumonia
"To spread the use of these high i
return
Friday.
Wednesday, the funeral was held Fri
yieding seeds with suitable systems
Alton Titcomb who enlisted in the
day afternoon. He leaves a wife and
of cultivation means a great financial !
four little children to mount his loss. U. S. Navy has received an honorable j benefit to the State with her 23,000
All the district schools will reopen discharge and is home receiving a ! acres of corn, 23.000 acres ot wheat, |
j 194.00U acres of oats and 112.o0n acres (
this week after being closed for six hearty welcome from his friends.
Littleton Grange will meet next j
weeks on account of the Influenza, the
[
There j of potatoes.
Grammar school and other rooms in Saturday evening. Dec. 21st.
"During th** year I have attended |
will
he
work
in
the
3rd
and
4th
de
the village will not open for another
grees and a program. The1 Harvest over 40 public meetings at which tin* j
week.
average attendance has been 51. In j
Supper
will not he served this month.
• Geo. W. Bull received a cablegram
speaking on these occasions the in-[
John Chapman, aged NS years, died
Saturday from his son. Frank, in
tention has always been to use sub- ;
France, saying he would be home soon. Saturday, Dee. 14, at the home of his jects relating to practical farm prob i
nephew.
Miles
Lihby.
Funeral
ser
Frank has been in France over a year
loins."
!
in the Forestry division. All his friends vices will be held at the home Mon
.0 >IX
day
afternoon,
conducted
by
Rev.
II.
will be glad to welcome him home.
H. Cosman of New Limerick.
---- JOIN
Little Miss Mary McGillicuddy cele
The address of Rev. E. <’. Jenkins
brated her firs birthday at her home
given
at tin* meeting of the W. <’. T
at Lone Pine Farm, Littleton, Wed
Mr. Walter E. Mathews spent Sun
nesday. One very pleasing feature of C. on Thursday. Dec. 5th. from Rom
day in Houlton.
the occasion was a beautiful birthday ans 12th Chapter and part of 1st and
L. A. Barker & Co. recently unload
2nd verses: "Present your bodies a liv
cake with one tiny wax candle.
ed a car of flour and feed.
L. F. Hall’s store is decorated by ing sacrifice according to the mercies
Mr. Arthur O. Thomas has recently
Red Cross posters to advertise the of God: Be ye transformed," was help
purchased the McLeod home on Smy
Christmas Roll Call. Miss Edith Hall ful and practical and much enjoyed by
rna St.
is chairman of the Roll Call for Little the ladies present.
Rev. C. E. Young conducted the
At the business meeting. Mrs. Mar
ton branch and will be assisted by a
morning and evening services at the
garet
Pennington was unanimously
number of the young people whose
Baptist Church Sunday.
work will be reported next week. clouted president, in place of the late
Mr. L. F. Bishop, engineer on the
Every loyal citizen should join at this president, Mrs. Frances McLeod.
B. A A. has been confined at home for
The next regular meeting on Dec.
time to help in this great work; ten
two days with a bad cold.
Christmas Seals will be given to each 19th will be held at the horn*' of Mrs.
Mr. F. H. Stimson returned to Wa
G. \V. Small, 45 North St.
member.
terville Saturday from a week’s trip
At the County contest of Boys’ and
in Aroostook County on business.
Girls’ Clubs, held in Houlton on Fri
The many friends of Mrs. Walter E.
MAPLE SPRING FARM
day. Helen Stackpole won first prize
Mathews will regret to learn that she
in the Canning Club, also first prize
is at the Aroostook Hospital, Houltnn,
FOR SALE
in the Cooking Club, Mabel Hersey
suffering with Influenza.
Here is a chance for the right man
won
second
prize
in
the
Cooking
Club
Mr. Charles S. Lougee was a pas
and Lena Adams third prize, Gussie to make money on his investment.
senger on the morning train Thursday
100 acres of land, 70 acres cleared,
Porter won second prize in the Pig
for Bangor where he went for special
Club, Willis Porter won second prize some' lumber, 1200 to 1500 cords of
treatment at a private Hospital.
in the Potato Club and Percy Porter wood, and the woods clear to work
Motion pictures will be exhibited at
in. Two houses and one barn.
won third prize' in the Potato Club.
Martin’s Theatre, Friday night. Don’t
A great chance for two families to
L.
P.
Berry
having
purchased
the
miss a good show —as the "Animated
Hammond Farm in Houlton, moved live and run the farm, as well as to
Weekly News Reel”will be worth the
there Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. Berry sell Maple Spring Water.
price of admission.
This famous spring goes with the
are
members of the Littleton Grange'
Mrs. E. T. Hersey, Mrs. 1). Smart.
Mr. Berry (farm.
and
of
the
F.
B.
Church.
Mrs. Dorothy Ward. Miss Lucy Bardrinks
Maple
Spring
Every on*
rows. and Miss Edith, were passengers being Supt. of the Sabbath School for
four years. Mr. Berry served accept Water.
on the train Thursday for Smyrna
Inquire of
ably as Supt. of Schools in this town.
Mills doing Christmas shopping.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Berry have many
J.
G.
DONOVAN
J O IN
friends who regret their departure
R. F. D.
but wish them success in their new
WESTFIELD, MAINE
home.
Everyone join the Red Cross Roll

LETTER B

J

A Plea fo r German Chancellors

The

working

conditions

which the German imperial chancel
lors, are compelled to operate
scandal.

Every man who

W. C. T. U.

Oakfield Drug Co

OAKFIELD

" The JteraU Store 99

Oakfield,

-

Maine

25\Jom

one

fen

LUDLOW

----- JO IN

LINNEUS
Asa Adams returned last week from
Colby College.
Mrs. Warren Bull and two children
spent the past 2 weeks in Caribou
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Russell spent
Sunday In Haynesville with relatives
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bates
a baby boy, Saturday. December 14th.
Mr. James G. Bither has a new Vic
trola from Berrie’s Piano Parlors.
Houlton.
Chas. Stanley is remodeling the Log
ie store building, as Harold Logic
plans on putting a stock 4n.
Mr. James Stewart and family mov
ed last week Into the property he late
ly purchased of Mr. Sam Ruth.
Mr. and Mrs. John Popham of Hodg
don spent Sunday with ber parents
Hamilton.

This is the store in which to buy the
Gifts Men Appreciate Most

Now is the lime to prepare Jor Winter

What would make a Man or Hoy a more appropriate ant
than one of our choice

U S K

Suits, Overcoats

Beewer Board
lor partitions and keep out the cold
Sheathing Paper, Tarred Paper, etc.

A

NEW

HAT

OR

W IN T E R

CAP

Shirts arc a gift that will please any man. $1.75 to $5.00

J. E. TARBELL & SONS

j

Neckwear is a welcome gift— we have a beautiful assortment

Smyrna Mills, Maine

j

(live him a pair

\

|

j

"W

a n t e

d

Dressed Hogs, for which the
Highest Prices will be paid

L . A . B a r k e r & Co
O ak field, M ain e

of

Gloves

a

lasting

remembrance

Bathrobes, Sweaters. Pajamas. Handkerchiefs. Socks,
Mufflers. Traveling Hags, rnbrellas. and many other things
for the adornment and comfort of any male member of
the familv.

North Star Fur Coats
Come here for “ His Christmas G ift" and you will make
no mistake. Our prees are always reasonable

L. S. Purington
Houlton

hetd

that position since 1914 has been com

U R Christmas G o o d s h a v e
arrived and w e would like to
have you call and see t h i s
stock. <JW e have Toys o f e ve ry kind.
Games, K iddie K ars and SL;ds for
the children. <JT oilet Sets, Hand
an$ Shopping Bags, Purses a n d
Pocket Books, Perfume, Box Candy.
*1 Our stock is large and we cannot
teil you o f everyth in g we have on
hand, q ju s t come in and do your
shopping here, w e feel sure you w ill
find som ething for eve ry m em ber o f
the fam ily, at prices w ithin reach

MONTICELLO

call week.
Mrs. J. E. Mersereau visited Mi R.
H. Thompson Wednesday.
Laurel Thompson is in the Aroos
took hospital 111 with influenza.
Mrs. Clyde Thomas is in Houlton
caring for her son, Harry, who has in
fluenza.
Miss Faye Thompson was the week
elld guest of Mrs. Morley Fleming,
Debec, N. B.
Friends of Earl Hand will be glad
to learn that he is recovering from a
recent illness.
Mrs. Frank Jordan and son, Law
rence. are visiting Mrs. Jordan's moth
er, Mrs. James Webb.
Prayer meeting will be held at the
home of Mr. James Webb, Wednesday
evening instead of at the Baptist
Church.
One division of the Red Cross work
ers will meet with Mrs. Albert Smith,
Wednesday, the other division will
meet with Mrs. Edith Hand, Thurs
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson
were called to Hodgdon. Tuesday
night on account of the death of Mrs.
Stephenson’s father. Mr. Edward Hen
derson.

has

pelled to resign because of "failing
health.
Shorter hours, better hou.^
ing. and more sanitary surroundings
for imperial chancellors must be in
sisted upon in the peace negotiations.

O

•

must

sooner or later become the cause of

CHRISTMAS HEADQUARTERS
RIGHT AT

EAST HODGDON

un<W
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CONS ALONG MEUSE ROAR
GRAND FINALE OF ELEVENTH HOUR
Otters

Flares Succeed
Momentary Silence
at Last Zero

i Why, the preceding Thursday night
,— that was the night the envoys came
over from Spa—news that what the
doughboy seems to prefer calling the
“arstimice" had been signed spread
[like the Spanish flu from Grandpre to
the Meuse.

That night the flares inflamed the
skies the rockets streaked the night,
j Bands
burst
into lonp suppressed
! music, and the headlights twinkled all
I along the road. It did not last long.
; this little unbidden h u r r y , and there
! was much scolding; but, as a matte]'
|of fact, nothing much more demoraliz
1ing to the enemy could well have been
'staged than this spectacle of the First
! American
Army celebrating
some
thing he had not heard.

and

The “Stars and Stripes" has the fol
lowing account of the celebration af
ter the armistice was signed.
At the eleventh hour on the eleventh
day of the eleventh month hostilities
came to an end from Switzerland to
the sea. Early that morning from the

A l l along the 77 t lilt *s fii'ld by ill*'
'Americans ihe firiiu <■<ant iiuit-tl, 1iterI ally, unto the clever h hour. At one
j minute before 11. wli *u a million 1e yes
! were glued to the si )W -creepinp min
jute* hands of a mill 'Ml watches. the
J roar of the guns was a tiling to make
At one poi nt
1the old earth tremhh
iit was where* the Yankee division visjiting, at the time, with a French corps
j was having a brisk morning battle in
|the cast of the Meuse, a man stationed
,at one battery stood with a handkei
chief it) his uplifted hand, his eys fix
ed on his watch. It was one minute
1before* 11. Te> ;he* lanyards of the four
oig guns rope's were* tied, each rope
manned by 2<MI soldiers, cooks, strag
glers. messengers, gunne*rs, eve*rybo<ly.
At 11 the handkerchief 17*11, the* mem
pulled, the* guns cursed out the* last
shot of the* battery And so it we*nt at
a hundred, at a thousand, place's along
the line.

wireless station on the Eiffel Tower
la Paris, there had gone forth through
the air to the wondering, half-incred
ulous line that the Americans held
from near Sedan to the Moselle the
order from Marshal Fooh to cease fir
lag on the stroke of 11.
On the strike if 11 the cannon stop
ped, the rifles dropped from the shoul
ders, the machine guns grew still
There followed then a strange, unbe
lievable silence as though the world
had died. It lasted but a moment,
lasted for the space that a breath is
held. Then came such an uproar of
relief and jubilance, such a tooting of
horns, shrieking of whistles, such a n ;
overture from the bands and trains
aad -church bells, such a shouting of
voices as the earth is not likely to
hear again In our day and generation.
When night fell on the battlefield
clamor of the celebration waxed rath
er than waned. Darkness? There was
none. Rickets and a ceaseless foun-

the front of the two armies was held ! such words as leave the eyes dim and
Then he laughed a short, little laugt
at the. extreme American left up Se* the heai t glowing.
that was made half of relief and half
dan way by the troops ot the mth I)ivf p to the front, past Afontfaucon of disappointment. And his name wu.~,
h ion. The farthest east the near, st and Romague, past Remonville and on Private George W. Legion.
to the Rhine was used by those ne-UJ) a truck trundled that morning.
lip in a high observation
post an
gro soldiers who used to make up the Over the tailboard, at the endless mud American observer was trying to pentold New York 15th and have* long been of Argonue* and Arde*nnes, there gazed trate the mist with his German field
brigaded with the* French. They were* a boy ,.ho had been drafted in the- glasses. The young officer at his el
in Alsacee and their line ran through heart of America some six months he- bow asked him to look due west. Wha*
Thaun and ac ross the railway that fore and who. with stop-offs tor ted did h** see*? Well, ne>t much the roao
leads to Colmar.
iems training mi the* way. had slowly to the* forest full of traffic-, no shell
journeyed from his home> to the Arden five, a t rippled airplane in the field be
C iv ilia n s Cross T re n c h e s
nes .
it had taken him six months, it low.
When the grear Hour came*, across
had put him through the cheerless
laud Lord, what good are ihos
the* tre*nche*s from our side* swarmed a
channel of the* replacement
system, M p
Why. without tlwm I cm.
small army of civilians bearing l’oo'l
but it had brought him at last to his
■e a little house in Kansas City
and clothing to their kith and kin on
dest i.iat ion the destination of his 'I Imp . a nursery on the rot mid flo .the* other side.
From the highest
daydreams and his nightmares.
IP- a ad tie- >un. shining in the window
steeple in Thann the tricolor t l u t t e r e i '
ha i patched the front.
I't tOUl 'll
a ( radle ther*
.nun
gavlv, and within Mm church, there
\,, lm■ rod** ;oIona he noticed a n- r i fiat - ' ad!*1, man. is my dam-;'"Iter

knelt iii! t h a n k r o L ing al! tli *■ n! i! folks
i n 1]]]

l am

niile^ around

Wi t h
knelt

them, in a nionp

a nd

( row*!

ro choked th

ill *• pries! en 11Id
ward ft >r his servi* ■es.

that

that tie

tin ‘til.

hour

was

that

which

engaged

the

Its n,any centuries before Marconi came troops of the 28th, 29th, 81st and 7th
e w ' on earth. It spread like a current of Divisions with the Second American
t e e i n g , boasting, singing peoples was
Army, who launched a fire-eating at
as clearly visible as though the sun sat ec 0 y along the shivery mess tack above Vigneulles just at dawn on
lines, hopping up and down and sniff
high In the heavens
ing and scuffling as they waited for the 11th. It was no mild thing, that
German* Celebrate as Well
the morning coffee. It spread along last flare of the battle, and the order
The man from Mars, coming to earth the chains of singing road menders, to cease firing (did not reach the men
oa the morning of November 11, 1918, along the creeping columns of cam - 1 in the front lines until the last mowould have been hard put to it to say ions. Driver called It to driver
and j ment, when runners sped with it from
which army had won, for, if anything, runners tossed the word over their j fox hole to fox hole.)
the greater celebration, the more shoulders as they hurried by. Now i Then a quite startling thing occurstartling outburst, came net from the and again a fleet of motorcycleswould j red. The skyline of the crest ahead
of them grew suddenly populous with
American hut frem the German side, whizz along through the heavy mist
dancing soldiers and, down the slop**,
At least he could have said— that man
Hard to Get at F irst
all the way to the barbed wire,
frem Mars— to which side the suspen
“ The guerre will be fine at 11
straight for the Americans, came the
«ton of hostilities) had come as the
o'clock.
Finee la guerre."
German troops
They came with out
greater relief.
You could hear it called out again
stretched hands, ear-to ear grins and
The news began to spread across the
and again.
souvenirs to swap for cigarettes so
front shortly after the sun rose. There
“ What time?"
well did they know the little weakness
was more or less of an effort to send
“ Eleven o’clock."
of their foe. They came to tell how
It forward only through military chan
A pause.
pleased they were the fight had stop
nels, to have the corps report it calm
ped. how glad they were the Kaiser
ly by wire to the divisions, the divis
“ Say, you, what time is it now?
loas to the brigades, the brigades to
little
incredulously
:
had
departed for parts unknown, how
They took it a

poilus

at id the*
aisles am ! Steps

soldiers,

Yank ee

lint mo**•■ for
|',m tile word

pi' wd)' d fi 'nin t!1■■ p ul piit r o w"

This is to remind you that

numbered among the desirable

our Jewelry Store now gleams

things to be found here,. Gen

with

uine Maine Gems a Speciality.

Enchanting

G ift—Goods

and that those wfho receive pre
sents which come from us cher

Our stock has been bought

ish them, because they know

lor Cash and you get the full

that the “Quality is there.” Our

benefit of our foresight.

Prices please the buyer and the

artcle is delivered in a handsome

Quality makes each Gift a last

gift case and will be Engraved

ing remembrance.

Free.

Absolutely no charge ex

tra for Cases or boxes.

Diamonds,

Watches,

Rings,

Each

Our

Store is open for business each

Wrist Watches, Pendants, Beads

evening and we

Chains,

dian Money without discount at

Brooches,

Bracelets,

Cuff Links and Novelities are

accept

Cana

all times.

• "1

wa i ti iiv; for him
"It is 1 1 oVl o e k .
' ! i* ■11.

lm s;d d .

ua

s t*e u her hel'oi

lm \v<.

;n e 1 roiled for Fr'arm*-

A1e;|;i ■ !.: 1. . on t lie road S bel, >W. Ill*

jL aaiim e i s
'

> tin i"

wer e wor ki np with a will
to eidebi at i f o i I' tile road ■

Tin * war is over "
"1 .it1 st g'lt llel'e."

i Continued

on

pap* • la,

Head the prices below, OVER and OVER and T H IN K , what you can save by buying at
this sale, when you compare the prices here, with those regularly charged everywhere
else. As a matter of fact, these SALE PRICES are about what shoes cost you 3 years
ago, before war prices entered into every business.

DON’T

FORGET the dates, Tuesday, December 10th until Christmas Eve M i d n i g h t

Dress Shoes

$6.00 Dress Shoes

$4.67
7.00 Dress
5.47
Shoes
8.00 Dress
5.67
Shoes
8.50 l\ S. Army
6.27
Shoes
9.00 Dress
6.47
Shot's

15c 2 in l Black
Pastt*
20c .J.irs Shoe
( ’ream
15c Fi■each
Dressing
All 15c Paste
Polish

10c
15c
12c
10c

Woolen Socks
85c F. S. Army ,
Sox
$1.00 Heavy Wool
Sox
1.25 1 Ieavy Wool

$ .57
.67
.77
Sox
1.50 1 [eavy Wool
.87
Sox
1.65 ;leavy Wool
.97
Sox
Home Knit Native
1.27
Wool Sox
Home Knit Native
1.37
Wool Mits
W OMEN’S $1
RUBBERS

87c

Shoe Rubbers
1.25 Light
Weight
1.35 Medium
Weight
2.25 Heavy Red
Tap Sole
2.00 Unika High
cu t

1.00 Women’s
Rubbers

$1.17
1.27
1.77
1.67
.87

W ork Shoes

Overshoes

$3.50 Klk Sole
Hoots
4.00 Oil Grain
Boots
3.50 Brown Moose
Boots
5.00 C. S. Army
Shoes
6.00 Maine State
Guide Shoes
6 & $7 10 in.
Chippewa Boots
6.00 S in. Solid
Leather Hoots
7.00 10 in. Solid
Leather Boots

$1.75 l Buckle
Overshoe
2.00 1 Buckle
Overshoe
2.75 1 Buckle
Overshoe
3.50 1 Buckle
Overshoe
3.50 4 Buckle Over
shoe
4.00 4 Buckle Over
shoe. light vvt.
5.00 4 Buckle Over
shoe. lieavv red sole

$2.77
2.97
2.87
4.27
4.67
4.77
4.87
5.77

W OMEN’S $1
RUBBERS

87c

$1.27
1.57
2.17
2.67
2.47
3.47
3.67

THIS IS A REAL SALE

Leather„Top
Rubbers

1 $5.00 Grade, 8 in.
tops
5.50 Grade 10 in.
tops
0 7
6.00 Grade White
1
Rubber
Boys’ 8 in. Split
Leather top
Boys’ 8 in. Chrome
ym
j
Leather top
■«
■ |

DON'T FORGET THE DATE
$6.00 Oil Tan
Pacs, 10 in. top

Felt Boots
$1.50 Felt
lnsocks
2.75 Felt Soles
a ml Heels
3.50 Felt Top,
Kid Foxing

^

$3.47
3.77
3.97
2.97
3.27

1.97 Low Lace Rubbers!
Red
2.77 ; $3.50 AllRubber
$2.67
2.75 Black
2.17
Rubber
Hand Made
s in $ 8 ,
2.25 Boys’
Farm or
IOin.
Q:
1.47
Rubber
9
Driving
1.75 Youths’
11
Shoes
1.27
Rubber
1.50 Felt
1.27
Insocks
Ralston Health Shoes
You Know Them
"Null Said"
Sneakers, Tennts Shoes,
Gym Shoes

W OMEN’S $1
RUBBERS

10 °
off
Regular
Price

65 and 75c

CASHMERE HOSE 2nds
a nd
a pair

2 7 37c

4

87c,

LOT

ODD STYLES M EN’S SHOE
RUBBERS
Sizes 8 to 11
Regular Price
$1.25

57c

40c Cotton Hose,
colors black, white
and slate

27c

D o n ’t F o r g e t th e D a te

05G 00 D 5
Little Store with the Biy Stock

Market Square

ped a ’] d lie jnnppe<l nut. tile news

".'el

]

Ending Xmas Eve

Shoe Polish

Che Greatest
happiness Ole
Rave Ourselves
Is In making
Others Rappy

e v e r y wh e r e .

B e g in n in g T u e s d a y , D e c. 1 0 th

rU

at first. That was old stuff, that rum fine it was to know they would have
a republic at last in Germany.
or.
“ No." said one stubborn little Prus
They had heard it again and again
sian,
“ it’s a kingdom we want."
during the past fortnight.
Whereat
his own companions mob
“ Well, the captain says it’s so.”
bed him and howled him down.
"Hell, who’s he? I’ll wait till Focli
The farthest north at 11 o’clock -on
comes and tells me himself."

t inplin p

SALE

^

the regiments, the regiments to the
battalions, and eo on down to the ut
termost squad, quite as though this
were an ordinary order and nothing to
get excited about.
There was the effort. But it did not
work very well. The word was sped
on the kind of wireless that man knew

<' \ (•dement

inr p* ml laps ilia t was ju st the niotid of
tin- fi 'nil t W h e n finally the I nu k stop-

mrtckMvsidRm•

Attack Before Vigneuies

Probably the hardest lighting be'ing
2nd Lieut. W E L L IE D U N P H Y
tain of star shells made the lines a w ith 81st Division, Second American done by any Americans in the* final
streak of glorious brilliance across the
Army, now on German Soil

PAGE N IN E

Houlton, Maine
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TON S H O E
HO SPITAL

H O U L

Exchange Block

Court St.

Houlton, Maine
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PAGE TEN
(Continued from page 9)

GUNS ROAR ON
MEUSE AS LAST
ZERO ARRIVES

Icedent, but at least it will be noticed
that no officer will be denied advance
ment for one mistake when his whole
^record otherwise shows he has made

and had emphasized the importance of
greatly increased production and of
economy. The people of Canada with
their usual good sense had realized
this and had responded by greatly in
creasing the agricultural production
and the output of essential industrial
plants, and with the help of the high
prices obtaining had soon brought the
international trade situation in Can
ada’s favor.

“There is one outstanding blessing
But they sang ttiat came t0
world out of the trag
as they worked.
edy of war, and that is the perfect coSend the word, send the word o\er 0perat|on and sympathy and comradethere
ship between the American and BritThat the Yanks are coming, the ish navjes They worked together duiYani s are cominging
struggle in close co-operation
Sir Thomas briefly reviewed the war
The wcrds, in that hour, had ac- w{th other ajjje<i navies. They are to- situation, and the transformation that
qulred a new significance. While here gether now an,j must forever be to had come over the scene since the ear
and there across the devastated land
j„ tju, rRS0iVe to protect what ly part of the year. He believed thi>
where Yanks were at work, you could tllojr vajor has won and preserve alike to be the crucial year of the war. and
hear a knot h irst into song And the for themselves and all the world the they hoped and believed it would he
burden of all the songs was this:
complete freedom of the seas.''
the last year, and that it would he a
It’s home boys, home it’s home we
---------- S A V E
year ol‘ victory.
Canada has borne
ought to be.
her part in the great struggle from the
Home, boys, home in the land of CANADA NEVER
beginning, and while paying eloquent
SO PROSPEROUS tribute to the invaluable aid now being
liberty.
So came to an end the 11th of Nov
An ever-increasing properity which rendered to the allied cause by Amer
ember. 1918 -the r>sr,th day since commenced when Canada had been ica. remarked that it was unfair to
America entered the war.
thrown on her own resources financial- compare that aid with what Canada
---------- S A V K
ly during the war was one of the . jia(j done, for she1 had bee n in the
points emphasized by Sir Thomas : stmggie for five years . and had only
White, minister of finance, in a talk i a
, sparse* pemulation to draw upon,
with the heads of the French and Eng - ! while the1 United States had been in it
In a speech before Y M. C. A. lish press, says the Montreal Star,, rel-1 only on*1 year and had immense* re
workers, Josephus Daniels, secretary atjVe to
(.onnng victory loan cam- sources of nii’ii and material.
___.i .. ..a very striking
Irin cr ro
. _
.
of_ the navy, made
re
paign, and the ability of the Domin
SAVK
ference
to ...............
Admiral.........
Sims and the in- lull
i •?!
ion to
lu Veil
carry
I> 1
it1 through
u i i u u ^ n an
as rsuccessful
» uuc o n i i 4 i
cident of 1911 when, then only a com- jy as
0tjier campaigns that j VIENNA NOW A
mander. Sims declared in a speech at ha(}
un(iertaken.
DERELICT CITY
London that if the time ever came
sir Thomas declared that in the fifth
Vienna,
formerly
one of the most
when the British empire was serious- vear ()f
war Canada was showing
brilliant
capitals
in
Europe1, is now
ly menaced by an enemy America m(m, evidence of prosperity than ever
a
spectral
city.
From
being the capi
would rally to its support with e\ei> |H,p)re jn spite of the prodigious oftal of a powerful monarchy it is r
man, dollar and. drop
of
blood
x...... - - ----forts she* had put forth. Her national
.
“The
recent- dent
()eht naet
ha(, increased,
in cm ised. nut
but tne
the weann
wealth oi
of <lur(‘(1 1o ,hr poslll(m ol th,‘ rapiTa
m e fact
m u that the President
.........—
l-~ to be (<ana(j a today compared with what it of a small Cerman-Austrain republic
ly promoted -...................*•Vice-Admiral Sims
a full admiral of the navy, said Mi. NVas fom. years ago, making all allow- It has lost its raison d'etre and pnu
«. , . i . it
l ____ it.„t in tk/t Amorieon
. .
. tically possesses now far less politi
Daniels,
"shows
that in the American ances for the national debt,
was much
cal power than Munrich. P>y the col
navy no one mistake of judgment
or
11*r. dllU
and the
in u
a1
™
lilt lcountry
UUlllI > was
>>dn III
.
t
of honest error precludes any naval stronger position today financially, I pipM ° ‘
<nipllt
" nna ^ * 1
|stramled. yet it cannot change its fate.
officer from thes highest promotion..” (.oinmer<-iallv and industriallv.
a
(•aimot adapt
Got Reprimand
The finance minister pointed oat : ('aIlllot
to a mor“ huml,1‘‘
‘As a young officer Admiral Sims,
sU(.c.(>Ssful financing had been one role in
must be kept in shape.

ERROR DID NOT
HOLD UP SIMS

Th e> oe
of the chief reasons for this prosper
2, ”00,000.
ity; it had enabled the country to find (lore1! ict
th
\
v
hile
a market for its wheat, munitions,
produce, factory products and so on, stat*1 of
and there was always an intimate rel even tin
Economically, Cor
ation between federal financing and i n - j h a r e l v 8,000,000
du^trial progress, and it was because1: man Austria simply cannot maintain
this was realized by the newspapers j Vienna in its present form. The capiamJ 1
)V t|
1(> pumic
1)Upij(. gcnciiui\
<r(>nerally that
life from the big
anu
oy
in**
eiute there'tal
ene-ic *“ * drew
• " its............-...............
. complex
..... ■.....
ha(1 j)een SU(.h generous support given j economic system which is now rent
asunder. Herman Austria has no coal
I)revious war loans
Sir Thomas spoke of the vast re-jto feed the \ iennese industries, street
sources of the country, in agricultural railways and lighting apparatus, nor
aea.’
territory, fisheries, mines, etc., and r e -j has it nearly enough food to keep the
Commander Sims was guilty of a called that early in the war he had I Viennese population from starvation,
serious infraction of naval regulations foreseen the necessity of Canada tu rn -jits food supplies are drawn largely
and President Ta ft’s reprimand was ing the balance of trade in her favor, |froin Hungary and its coal lrom Boheln accordance with the duty of the
chief executive under conditions as iVVW%VW,U W ^ W W A W V W V d W V W U > W W A V J W . V W / W . - A W W
they then existed. It is evident that
no naval officer ought to turn prophet
at a public banquet, particularly when
his prophecy offends a nation with
which his government it at peace.
But time demonstrated one thing and
that Is that Admiral Sims is a true
prophet and the years 1917-1918 wit
This Christmas the appeal of fiowers to us all U
nessed the liberal fulfilment of his
more real than ever. The past year has shown howprediction.
great is the power of flowers to brighten the sick
“To be sure America did not enter
room, to please the old folks, and to express the
the war as an alley of Great Britain
sentiments of the young.
So, this year let your
as a nation, but became associated
gifts, as far as possible, be in beautiful f l o w e r s or
with Europe in the big war because
plants.
Gan you think of anything more usef.tl,
the principles of freedom dear to
beautiful and acceptable.
every free nation were seriously men
aced.
Then both English-speaking
You may ’nave your choice of Roses, Carnations.
nations, in concert with other govern
Violets, or a Special $2.00 box of assorted fiowers
ments with kindred spirit, resolved to
- -or -There is my Special Christmas $1.00 Basket
spend every dollar and every drop of
of natural Ruccus, Bine Cones, etc., which keep
blood that the light of liberty should
indefinitely.
not be extinguished.

mia, both of which countries are now- f Vienna. The city was simply desert- took a lot of prisoners, artillery and
in open or concealed conflict with ! ed by the monarchy, which betrayed
machine guns, and are still driving
German Austria.
it, and by the nationalities, which them back.
in State of Seige
I suffered under the monarchy’s corrupt
It is the first battle I have been in.
Vienna is in a state of seige and is rule. German Austria is not so much
but I didn’t get excited and escaped
dying of starvation. Every day fresh a state as a forsaken remnant of the
without a scratch. It was an awful
reductions are made in the allowance Austro-Hungarian monarchy— bewild
artillery-and machine-gun fire,
of gas and electric light. Not only the ered. isolated, not knowing where to
i News is scarce, so will close, hoptheatres and motion picture houses, ■turn.
i
ing to hear from you soon,
hut the hospitals are closed because
SAVK
j
From your loving husband,
there is no coal to light or warm them.
Nothing Much Doing
j
Private John Schwartz,
Shops close at 5 p. m., street car ser I Mrs. John Schwartz, :’>u:; Pleasant
Machine Gun Co. A. F. F., 59th Inf.
vice is reduced, only a few trains are •Street, received the following letter I
S. v V K
running and the danger is very real from her husband, Private John A. ]
that unless relief is forthcoming the Schwartz. Machine Gun Co.. A. E. F.
Greatness
trains will stop and all factories will
Somewhere in France*.
"Remeunber, son, Garfield drove
close within a fortnight or so.
July 24. 1918.
mules on a tow-path and Lincoln split
rails."
As to the food shortage, it is only Dear Wife1 and Daughter:
Petrograd and Moscow- that can supply | Will write you a few lines to let
"I know, dad; but say, did any of
a parallel to the present wretched j you know I am w ell and hoping to find thes.‘ Presidents ever crank a cold
stiuation in Vienna. The population (*very one at home1 the same,
motor in a blizzard for half an hour
is too miserable to care about politics. j We had a battle* with the Germans beJore* he* discovered that he didn’t
There was no particular revolution in and drove them back five miles. We have1 any gasoline?"

CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS

Tlie war is over.

spend your money for those useful necessities.
You will find in this store a well selected stock
ot those useful gifts that will long be remembered
We would suggest any of the following:
Kirschbaum Suit or Overcoat, with the all
wool policy; Widow Jones Suit or Overcoat,
tor tlie boys,

oi flannels, madras and silks; Gloves and
Mittens, anything you would wish.

HOI I/l().\,

MA I X P

Christmas to Jill

Pajamas,

j

S

Scarfs, silk and wool. Leather Collar Cases,
Tie Cases, Handkerchief Cases, Cuff Links,

Pi ns, Carter

Tie

Underwear,

Bags, Trunks, Shoes, Rubbers, Etc.
Ties, our assortment is bigger than
Fur Coats.

This is the year to buy.

will mean dollars
We

invite yoi to ’ o’:

O

X

; id

T

Ii . (

compare prices be
mir merchandise and

ourp. .

ERVIN & ERVIN

Keep up the good Christmas Spirit by trading
with us.

The Store That Satisfies

(T hristmas Shopping

----------------------

Glass.

Stock

Wrist

Cigarette Cases.

till prices. Fancy Arm Bands in
IF o'.'s at 35c and 50c. Trunks
ST 's and Rubber Goods at a
Bar -Clin.
Our store is the ideal place for
Mon’s and Hoys’ Christinas Gifts
You 'll find a large assortment
of useful presents, the tilings
most appreciated.
Many n e w
Novelties. .Just the things von
want at a less price than von
expect to pay.

Watches.

in Gift Boxes.

Mohogany
Hand Bags.

Gold

Fobs and Charms.

“La Tausca" Pearl Necklace

Rings.

Links.

Cut

Xeck Chains and

Waldemar Chains.

Parlor and Mairtle Clocks.

Fountain

Accessories.

Men’s and Boys’ Suits, Over
coats, Sweaters, Men’s House
Coats, Bath Robes with Slippers
to match, Union Suits, Pure All
Wool Sweaters, Hosiery in Silk,
Handkerchiefs in Pure Linen,
Traveling Bags, Suit Cases.
Night Shirts. Pajamas, Gloves
Caps in Cloth and Fur, Mittens
Suspenders in Boxes, Four-inHand in Boxes at 35c, 50c and
up, Dress and Flannel Shirts at

' atelies.

Oommunity Silver.

Pendants.

Cuff

We S u e . e e s t ----------------------

Sterling Silver and Plated Ware.

Beads.

-TEFrawaraM

Pens,

Parasols in all
Serving

Trays.

Persian Ivory.

Films
Fancy

Kodaks,

and

Colors.
Ladies’

Ladies’ and Gents'

Pocket Books
— All Goods Purchased Here Engraved Free —

J.

D.

Perry

r e / ' / < ' ] - - ( )/> /i ’m e t r i c !

No Big Rent to Pay

F

O

XI

B
Fox Bros. Block

Market Square

O

fop

themselves.

Diamonds.

HOLIDAY GIFTS F

Delays

:i r

vein need.

5

ever.

> \* .

Am ong the Hundreds of Suitable Gifs from Oui

F

Suit Cases,

Our Christmas Merchandise is ready. There is
nothing to gain by waiting start today to buy,
if you have not already done so and get the
benefit of an unbroken line to select from.
We invite everybody to call in and examine
ou r stock, as we feel sure that we have just what

^ ‘j.’- a?:\

House

Coats, Caps, Hats, Hose, Suspenders, Belts,

Uncle Sam, to promote early

'A W . W . V . V V . V A V . V . W . V . V J '/ ^ . W . V . V . V . W . W

n Ukrry

Bathrobes,

Mackinaws,

Santa Glaus has joined hands this year with

C H A D W I C K -FIorist j
( ' o n s r r r n t o r i c s l<> J/i<jl< Sf.

Oaks Bros.

values:

all styles and colors: Shirts, big assortment

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

Pots of Tulips, all ready to grow and bloom at 25c
ei-.ch, also Red Geraniums at fine and 7r><\ Jerusalem
Cherries, $1.25, Cyclamen $2.00, Begonias 75c and
$1.50, Sahia 50c, Table Fern Dishes 5<>e to $l.eq.

great

Sweaters, tor father, mother, brother, sister,

then Commander Sims, received a rep
rimand from the P. esident of the
United States and a serious rebuke
from the secretary of the navy be
cause at a dinner given by the lord
mayor of London Commander Sims,
In reply to the address of welcome of
the lordmayor. said: ‘If the time ever
comes when the
is ser-..x, British empire
— *...............
lously menaced by an external enemy
it la my opinion that you may count
on every man. every dollar, every drop
of blood of your kindred across the

“When the time came to choose a
naval officer of high rank to represent
the American navy in Great Britain at
the beginning of our participation in
the war. the fact that then Rear Ad
miral Sims had made the mistake of
uttering a prophecy instead of confin
ing himself to a discu -sion of naval
problems was not alowed to disqualify
him for the big job whi< h he has per
formed in a big way. I hope his action
and his subsequent recognition and
honors will not be regarded as a pre

The ban is lifted when you

Houlton, Maine
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The question of the Period is easily answered if
you allow your thought to ramble through a Fur
niture Store.

Gifts from our up-to-date stock
will

make

a ------------------------

MERRY CHRISTMAS
last the whole year through

These are Just a Few o f the Desirables from
Our Specialty Stock.
OUR

.

BEDROOM

DEPARTMENT

is overflowing with snappy numbers of Dressers, Dressing
Tables, Chifforobes, Commodes and Beds
Tea Wagons in Reed, Fumed
Oak and Solid Mahogany

in Oak, Walnut, Mahogany, Bird’s Eye Maple and White Enamel.

The richest bargains are to

be found in our Brass Bedsteads— the “Guaranteed Lacquer” kind.

Prices ranging from $15 to 50

|
Telephone Sets in Golden and
Fumed Oak

For the Dining Room

Our Toy Department

You may select complete outfits in Oak, finished
Golden, Fumed or Jacobean. Also Period Sets
in Mahogany and Walnut.

is a pleasing spot for the young or old alike. It
has a great variety of selections in Dolls, Animals,
Mechanical Toys, Teddy Bears, Games, Puzzles
Game Boards. Pool Tables, Machine Guns, Sub
marines and a large variety of the celebrated
“Erector” Tovs.

r -*

1 V*

'i

&

fi.'

o v S r S i;

■j i

j

Note the “ Dunn” Windows
Solid Mahogany Work Tables in Styles that please

Dunn
The “ Square Deal” Store

WHAT TO DO WITH

They tell you at a glance of the very newest and
most desirable creations in many of our Christ
mas gift lines, and you know how a good window
display often features “just what you are look
ing for”.
If our holiday window interests you -good!
But remember that it represents jnly a fractional
part of the hundreds of splendid Christmas
giveables which our stock contains.
\Ve are always glad to show our wares.
The much admired little .Jap Pagoda Gift Shop
is just inside our street door. Do sot1 it !

Furniture

The hopes of every young lady centre around a
Chest— Why not a CEDAR one.

Company
73 Main Street, Houlton, Maine

j

; twelve hours a day calling upon peo- from 10 to 40 per cent, on some other woman most in need of sound invest managers of the National City Com need for money compels him to put
ment advice who most rarely asks for pany in New York one of the gentle his securities on the market."
■ i n r n T V o n l i n e Ple who subscribed to Government certificate which he is peddling.
LlU tK 1 1 DUNU j loans.
The investor who subscribed for a it. John D. Rockefeller, who could men present stated that he was being
- s a v k ------A Real Genuis
By Northrop Clarey
j it has been stated in responsible bond and at the first opportunity turns lose $1.000,immi on a single investment asked every day by owners of Liberty
President Mit
No other security in the world is as ' quarters that as much as $400,000,000 it over to a broker would have been a and not have to use a cheaper grade Bonds to buy them
An Ohio man has invented a door
chell
said:
"We
don
t
want any busi knob which, when grasped in the
of
golf
balls,
never
purchases
securi
better
friend
of
his
country
had
he
re
good today as a United States Gov-*of Liberty Bonds placed with invesernment bond. The man or woman who j tors have alredy fallen into the hands fused to buy. You may rest assured ties until his own judgment has been ness arising from the sale of Liberty 1hand, illuminates an electric bulb
haa Invested savings in the four war i of dishonest brokers in exchange for that the promoter of East-West “ Min- confirmed by advice from experienced Bonds while the war continues. You *placed just above the keyhole.
issiies, or who has committed his or J shares of wildcat oil or mining issues, ' ing” or "Bonanza Petroleum” will con bankers, but John 1). Smith, after ac- must use <n-ery endeavor to persuade
SAVE — —
her earnings expectations to the pur-! The estimate is, undoubtedly, much vert your bond into cash and the Trea j cumulating $500 as a result of ten owners to keep their Government
A Line on Max
.chase of bonds should sell them only : too large, but the lesson is none the sury Department may have to buy the 'years' industry and frugality, blithely bonds. Where an investor offers you
You can alw’ays tell where Maxiturn* it over to a plausible stranger, an order to buy one of our issues of
bond in.
under th stress of urgent necessity. |less plain.
j milian Harden is. If you hear him.
Reports from some of the prosper and only thinks afterwards to write other bonds, the proceeds to be sup I he is out again. If you don't hear him.
Lists of those who bought Govern- < If you have a Liberty Bond, or are
to Leslie's or an investment house for plied from the sale of his Liberty
ment bonds are easily obtained in eve-j engaged in buying one on the instal- ous middle-West farming communities
he is in again.
a
suggestion as to how he can salvage Bonds, you are not to accept it. Trad
s a v e ---- —
ry community in this country.
They j ment plan do not let go of it except indicate that salesmen carrying worth
part of his capital.
furnish the flnest compilation of "pros- j under the urge of a real need for the less stocks have already cheated
Heavy
ing an investor out of his Liberty
The attempts to persuade people to
pects” ever made available to security money represented, and then turn it thousands of investors out of Govern
"My daughter is going to Professor
Bonds for a profit on something else
salesmen. A s a result there are to- j over to a bank or responsible invest- ment bonds. They never had such an let go of their Liberty Bonds is repre
Wombat, the eminent pianist."
is dirty business. The only buyer of
“ How’s his touch?"
day some thousands of vendors of j ment house to be sold. Under no eir- opportunity for separating the unin hensible. To induce them to accept
Government
bonds who is a real pat
an
exchange
for
worthless
stocks
is
j
more or less, but mostly more, dub- cumstances surrender it to a traveling formed from his savings.
“ Pretty strong. Four dollars a les
Jove securities, who are working salesman who promises you anywhere
Oddly enough, it is the man or criminal. At a recent meeting of sales riot is he'who stays sold unless a real son."
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- 0 - Oh You Santa
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T H IS IS TH E P L A C E STOP R IG H T H ERE

l

Helpjvis^to'give the good people ot Houlton
values^.unheard ol (before. F|Help us dis
tribute our largejjH oliday stock[]especially^bought for

y

K

Christmas Shoppers

-aL<

,i 1

Read This and Then S e e W h a t Y o u T h i n k A b o u t It

'em s
©
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For Misses

/ few.

! FERRIS |
G OO D
[SENSE

Prices reduced all this month to bring
good cheer to those who can’t afford

& O.

to meet the high prices that have
been prevailing on this line of mer
chandise.

Values up to $33.75 now

$22.50 — Values
$30.00—

up to

$39.50 now

AND OTHERS.

Dresses

i

Serges, Poplins, Silks Prices rang
ing from $10.98 to $35.00 Newest
Stvles— Good Values.

% ir

Cloth and Silk Skirts

Corset Comfort

250 Skirts to close out by inventory
time, Jgn. 1st. We will sacrifice our
line of cloth and silk skirts, at such
low prices that you cannot afford
NOT to get one.
Prices as low as $2.50 and as high
as $15.00.

The most important feature in buy
ing a Corset is, will it fit, will it be
comfortable.
American Lady Cor
sets are so designed that they will
give comfort and look stylish, no
matter what style or size you have
to have. Special reduced prices for
this month are $1.00 to $3.50, value
$1.50 to $5.00.
We are the only agents in this
town for the American Ladv Corsets

A most welcome gift would he a silk
underskirt. We have a beautiful as
sortment consisting of Jersey tops
and all Jersey, all Silk, and Heatherbloom tops with silk flounce. Prices
$3.98 to $8.50.

FR EE

Suit s

m

Colors Navy and Black only, all sizes
Will close them out at a reduction of
$10.00 on each suit. This brings the
price down to below cost, but we
don’t care, the war is over and
Christmas is coming so we feel pretty
good.

\
'C h r is lm a ^
r'"•■‘-'dF **+*•&**^

A

Novelties
Dolls
Raincoats
Aprons
Silk Umbrellas
Hand Bag
Manicure Sets

&
/i

BoudoL Caps
Ties
Ribbons
Sweater
Neckwear
Pocket Books
Shopping Bags. etc.
Scarf Sets
Picture Frames

F

Variety

Service

Georgette Crepe $5.98, Crepe de
Chene $3.98 and $5.98, Plaids, Taffettas, Messalines, newest of styles.
Will make a handsome gift for Xmas

Value

Style
2 ^ .

\•

JI

.©

Picture yourself in a nice large black
set of Furs. Picture yourself in a
brown set of Furs, or a grey set or
any kind of a set. Don’t you want
to buy yourself a Christmas present.
There is nothing more sensible than
a purchase of this kind.
Frees
$12.50 to $55.00.

Christmas Suggestions
Bathrobes
Cloves
Silk Hose
Waists
Handkerchiefs
Traveling Sets
Sweet Hay Baskets

r&

Furs

W aists X f

Joe

Jflemj

We have about 100 beautiful 1919
calenders to give away.
Come in
and get one while they last.

fl

W e take this opportunity to wish all our custom
ers and friends a very Merry Christmas and a
Happy and Prosperous New Y e a r .........................
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In the corset debartment.

Underskirts

u

Sr"

32s

L ig h t honing and neat
rows o f strong cording
support the grow ing body
h e a lth fu lly.

O
0

v

Insure your Laughter a
w d l -developed g ra c e fu l
figure.

\

r tit

tea n

C O R S L T S A N D W A IS T S

"X

Ladies
and
Misses
Coats

7

&

&\

Market Square

Be r n s t e i n

Everything That Women W ear

Houlton, Maine
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